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Editorial

Promoting and sharing
good practices and innovative
approaches

The partners of Access’R

A

ccess’R (Accessibility of services to the population in rural areas) is a 3-year project.
It was launched in 2018 by Leader France, the National Federation of Rural Territories
and 15 French and European partners, all committed to the European rural development
programme LEADER.
This project was developed and implemented in the framework of the call for collective
mobilisation for rural development launched by the National Rural Network.
Its aim is to identify, promote and share good practices and innovative approaches aimed at
improving accessibility, maintaining and reviving services for the population in rural areas.
The image of rural areas has been boosted by the pandemic. However the preservation and
development of public services still represent a major challenge for these rural territories.
This issue is a major concern for our fellow citizens and prompts us to think about new
forms of postal, school, medical and social services...
After a first collection of experiences, published in September 2020, Leader France and its
partners are now offering a practical guidebook. It provides elements of analysis to better
understand the levers to promote access to services, as well as tool sheets describing the
steps and mechanisms to move into action.

Thibaut Guignard
President of Leader France
and all the ACCESS’R partners
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INTRODUCTION

ANALYSIS

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE GUIDEBOOK:
why, for whom, how ?

DEFINITIONS AND CHALLENGES

S

ervices for the population meet the day-to-day
needs of the inhabitants of the territory. There are
different baskets of services (depending on the needs
of the public) and different levels of services (local
services, intermediate services, central services and
metropolitan services).

T

his practical guidebook is the result of three years of collective research and analysis
carried out by the 16 ACCESS’R partner organisations. It is designed to support project
leaders looking to structure or strengthen the presence of services in their territory.
Designed as a recipe book, it presents about twenty concrete tools and European aid schemes.
You will find tips and solutions on how to :

• take the best
decisions

• implement
the appropriate
procedures

• find
the necessary
funding

2. Supporting and strengthening the attractiveness of
the countryside through endogenous development and
a holistic approach to territories (development of new
activities, enhancement of local resources and the development potential of territories, economic, social and
ecological innovation).

• promote and apply
project management
and methodology

3. Offering specific support to the population in order
to guarantee access to rights and essential goods for
all inhabitants. 
■

6 TOPICS ARE DEVELOPED:
• health
• local shops
• collective and collaborative
responses developed within
territorial revitalisation projects
© D.R.

• identification of needs and
understanding of the territory,
through the concept of transitions
• public services
• culture

The tool sheets provided are intended to address in a practical way the many questions and
issues you may face when developing and implementing your projects.
To find out more, the accessr.eu website offers additional and more detailed resources (reports,
documents, reports, etc.).

Responding to the needs
of inhabitants in order
to ensure a good quality
of life in their territory.

IDENTIFIED LEVERS

A
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Supporting project leaders
to strengthen the presence
of services in the territories.
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These services, both market and non-market, can be
provided by the State or local authorities, managed by
a public authority or delegated to a private operator or
a non-profit organisation. They can also be provided
directly by associations, companies or citizens’ groups.
The lack or disappearance of all these services, as well
as difficult access to them, contribute to the territorial
divide.
The accessibility and presence of services meet three
main challenges:
1. Preventing rural depopulation by improving the quality of life of the inhabitants (opening up the territory,
relocating services to the villages).

mong the 250 listed projects, the ACCESS’R partners
identified several levers to maintain or develop services in rural areas and facilitate their accessibility:
• mobile services and mobility solutions,
• sharing of services,
• public/private partnerships,
• SMART approaches,
• integration into a global approach, territorial
dynamics, systemic vision
• digitalization of services and digital tools,
• cooperative, participative and citizen approaches,
shared management, user involvement,
• networking, stakeholders synergy, effective dialogue,
convergence of interests and dynamics,

• the enhancement of local resources, driver of
a responsible economic development,
• support for initiatives, animation, and engineering
support,
• the bottom-up approach, the Leader approach,
• exchanges of good practices and cooperation
between territories to invent, experiment new
projects, adjust actions,
• the leverage effect of mixed funds, Financing
for investments,
• the opportunities revealed by periods of crisis
(= resilience of rural territories). 
■
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2

Focus on 4 levers

1

Mobile services and mobility
solutions

Cooperation and sharing
of services). Sharing also allows economies
of scale. It reduces investment and operating
costs for the project actors and partner communities (space optimisation, grouped purchases, pooling of skills, sharing of knowledge
and tools, etc.) while improving the quality of
available services.
For example, many multiservice centres
have been created thanks to a public/private
partnership - the local authority provides the
means (land or premises for example) and the
private operator offers its skills and resources.
The local authority can also put its human resources and technical skills at the disposal of
the private operator. In this type of approach,
the municipality plays a key role.
A circular economy contributes to the development of a village in general.
■

© D.R.

Citizen participation, the involvement of local
associations and social and solidarity economy
(sharing economy) initiatives have become
essential to the revival of rural areas. Many services are created and managed on a participatory basis, involving all the actors (population,
administration, local elected representatives,
chambers of commerce, private sector, etc.).
Networking also helps to ensure the sustainability of a service by reducing the costs of
a service, improving its quality or facilitating
its accessibility.
Relocating services and bringing them together under a common roof satisfies the
need for closeness expressed by the rural
population and makes it possible to increase
the number of visits and the range of services
offered to users (easier access, wider range

In rural areas, services are often far from where
people live and can only be reached by car.
According to a study by the National Institute
for Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE),
31% of rural households are thus in a vulnerable situation when faced with forced travel(1).
Those most affected are single people, the
elderly, people with disabilities, single-parent
families and young people.
There are several ways to remedy the social and
territorial divides that result from this situation: restructuring the transport supply, regional planning, promoting soft mobility, bringing
living areas and workplaces closer together, or
even reverse mobility.
For rural areas, mobile services(2) bring services
closer to the users. It is a concrete response
that considerably improves the range of local
services, simplifies the daily life of residents,
creates jobs at local level, fosters social ties and
brings the countryside back to life. Of course,
the mobile service must be adapted to the realities of each territory, to the needs and uses of
the inhabitants.
Reversing mobility « means reducing our dependence on the private car, saving time, reducing
our transport budget and our environmental
footprint, diversifying our range of possibilities,
promoting short and local distribution chains. »

(source : Mon p’tit camion (My little truck)).
Moreover, the mediation approach («going to
people») facilitates the physical accessibility of
vulnerable and isolated populations to health
and prevention as well as to legal and social
services. Local contacts can be arranged at
home or in the areas where people live, often
at convenient time frames adapted to the population’ constraints. This restores links and
trust and also allows a return to the common
law and therefore access to essential services.
Finally, if we want to improve accessibility to
services in rural areas, we need to consider the
supply of transport and mobility beyond the administrative boundaries, on the scale of a living
area. Promoting soft and/or shared mobility,
adapting the public transport offer (bus, train)
to the new practices and needs of the inhabitants, developing cycling infrastructures, setting
up new services related to cycling... The success
of such a comprehensive territorial approach
depends essentially on partnerships between
public actors and private actors or associations.

■
(1) 1/3 of these trips are made for work and 2/3 for the
consumption of goods and services and for leisure activities.
(2) In 2016, there were 116,000 mobile shops in France (74%
of them non-food).

ACCESS TO SERVICES COMMISSION
of the French rural parliament proposes

Pratiquer une économie circulaire contribue
à développer tout un village.

6

	Digital progress brings a certain
number of possibilities, hence the idea
of setting up a rural public Uber,
so that the inhabitants can have access
to different certified drivers in a living
area via an application.
Pricing should be decided at the intermunicipal or national level.

7
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SMART and digital approaches
While the physical proximity of services remains necessary, the digitisation of some
services can be a real asset for rural areas.
Digitalised services can offer new kind of services or complement and improve existing
ones (particularly for administrative and health
services). They promote learning and access to
training; they strengthen the links between inhabitants and their communities (consultation
platform), between consumers and producers
or between tourists and territories; they facilitate the collaborative economy (carsharing
platform, coworking, fablab...). Digital technology is an important lever for the development

Funding
of territories and the accessibility of services.
However, to avoid territorial or social divides
we need to provide some equipment and infrastructure (fibre or 4G rollout to eliminate
white areas, upgrading of equipment) and user
support (digital mediation, training, etc.).
More generally, the SMART approach consists
of implementing innovative practices of cooperation, solidarity, citizen participation (from the
project design stage to the operation of services) or the mobilisation of digital technology
in order to provide solutions to the challenges
of rural areas: energy transition, mobility, food,
education, health, employment, etc.
■

EUROPEAN FUNDS
One of the main levers for implementing projects is of course the capacity of the actors to
finance their ambitions. There are many funding sources, ranging from the municipality to
the State and the European Union. European
funding is less frequently solicited than local
public funding, due to some apprehension
but also to a lack of information, as actors are
not always aware that European funding is not
only intended for large-scale structural projects!
Thus, several funds and funding programmes
exist to finance «small projects» led by municipalities or private actors such as companies
or associations.
We intended to produce several tool sheets to
present these different schemes. However, the
2020 events have turned the European calendar
upside down and all of these funding schemes
are currently being revised by the European
institutions. While their main objectives do not
change, the details of their implementation are
not yet known. We therefore considered it more
appropriate to give only a brief presentation.

Erasmus +
This programme makes it possible, among
other things, to organise exchanges and training sessions for adults between structures
and companies of the European Union.
Horizon 2020
It is a research and innovation programme.
It provides funding for projects within this
framework, and is also relevant for small organisations and issues related to rurality.
ERDF Operational Programmes
Part of the ERDF funds are managed by several
regions and focus on large territorial issues
(e.g. mountain or cross-border areas).
LEADER
Some of the management of the EAFRD is carried out on a territorial level for local development issues in rural areas by the Local Action
Groups (there are 330 in France). This programme allows the financing of small projects.
The information will be updated and available
later in 2021 at
europe-en-france.gouv.fr
■

© Getty Images
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Using digital tools,
implement innovative
practices of cooperation,
solidarity and citizen
participation.

NATIONAL ASSISTANCE
Aides-territoires (territorial aids) helps local
authorities and their local partners (associations, public establishments, companies,
farmers) to find aid by making visible and
accessible all the financial and engineering
measures that they can apply for.
aides-territoires.beta.gouv.fr
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THE CREDO OF ACCESS’R
WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED FROM
THE GOOD PRACTICES WE STUDIED

P

eople’s needs are changing and in order to meet them, new types of services are being
developed, both in terms of content and form (teleworking, childcare facilities adapted
to atypical working hours, digitisation of services, creation of new places for social links, etc.).
Although services are undergoing major changes (reorganisation of public service operations,
digitisation, closure of «unprofitable» services, etc.), their proximity and ease of access are no
less essential.
The fact that a service exists does not mean that it can be considered accessible! We must also
take into account the time, cost, ease of access, quality of the service provided...
The concept of the «service village» should be developed because, beyond the existing infrastructure, it is based on the service provided to the user. For example, a railway station is no longer a
place of mobility. It gives up its original mission and is transformed into a place of life and services.
In other words, we must give way to imagination, experiments and collective intelligence.

Lessons from our experiences

1
2
3
4

Knowing the territory you live in,
its specific features, its resources and
identifying the needs of the inhabitants.
Involving users in the implementation
and management of services
(involving local actors and cross-cutting
initiatives, recognising and promotin
the dynamics of the territory).
Considering certain services
to the population as essential
common goods.
Many services must be considered in
the same way as water - both as a service
(public or private) and as a common
good ( nobody is excluded from using it)
: specialised health services, access to
school or studies, the right to a healthy
and balanced diet, the right to decent
housing, etc.
Using cross-cutting and inter-connected
approaches to services
(convergence of interests, sharing energies and the stakeholders’ capacity to
adapt and innovate in order to keep the
project running).
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5

Designing a service location as a living
space, built around a structuring centre
and placing importance on the customerfriendly dimension of the projects, on social
links, on networking and on the coordination
of the various players and partners
(moving beyond specificities to bring
people together).

In a few words
• Give way to imagination, experiments
and collective intelligence.
• Get to know your territory.
• Involve users.
• Consider certain services to
the population as essential
common goods.
• Think in terms of transversal and
interconnected services.
• Think of a place of services
as a living space.

TO O L S HE E TS
TA B 1
UNDERSTANDING the territory you live in
TA B 2
FACILITATING access to public services and culture
TA B 3
STRENGTHENING the presence of health professionals
TA B 4
MAINTAINING local shops
TA B 5
REVIVING the territory you live in
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UNDERSTANDING
the territory you live in
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U N D E R S TA N D I N G
the territory you live in

TOOL SH EET 1

Creating a participatory mapping
of services and their accessibility

15

TOOL SH EET 2

Analysing your territory with Girondescopie
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TOOL SH EET 3

Creating a local plan for access to services

20

TOOL SH EET 4

Building a local development strategy
on the scale of a LEADER territory

22
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UNDERSTANDING the territory you live in
TA B 1

TOOL SHEET 1

CREATING A PARTICIPATORY
MAPPING OF SERVICES AND
THEIR ACCESSIBILITY
(Source : ADRETS)

Description of the context
Although information on services to the public exists, it is
often scattered and incomplete, especially if we take into
account multiple criteria of accessibility.
The ADRETS (Association for networking services and territorial development) has developed a toolkit for those territories wishing to go further in their accessibility initiatives.
You have mapped the existing services to the public in your
area, perhaps you have also drafted a service development

plan, and you are now looking for actions to put in place
to improve their accessibility. Have you considered taking
advantage of the information provided by local residents
who receive and use the services?
This toolkit (full toolkit available on accessr.eu) guides you
in creating a participatory mapping of services and their
accessibility. 	
■

Description of the tool
© D.R.

OBJECTIVES
Thanks to this tool, territories can provide their inhabitants (and visitors) with a space where information on
«their» public services can be sought or provided.
APPROACH
FIRST STEP is to identify the services to be mapped
within a territory.
You can choose to include all services to the population,
or you can select certain services, according to the target
audience (young children, the elderly, the unemployed,
business start-ups).
The ADRETS has developed a list of six service packages
that can be used as a basis for identifying services:
1. 	Government services and administrations
(free of charge)
2. Health and social needs
3. Services to individuals
4. Education and employment
5. Daily life (market services, culture, sports and
leisure)
6. Housing and mobility
THE SECOND STEP is to fine-tune the mapping on the
territory, with the help of local partners and users.
Since the accessibility of services is firmly cross-cutting,
this implies that all partners can potentially be involved
and thus integrated into the mapping process. We should
not forget, however, that it is the users of the services
themselves who are at the heart of the project and that
they must therefore also be actively involved.

As soon as the action is set up, citizens are called into play,
in particular through citizens’ associations that participate
in the mapping of services (Departmental Union of Family
Associations -UDAF, France handicap - APF, etc.). However,
the main role of citizens is to make the mapping of services
emerge and live on in the territory: the mapping is designed
to be participatory, so the first service sheets are created
«in the field» by a pilot group of citizens, a core group of
contributors aimed at spreading the project. 
■
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UNDERSTANDING the territory you live in

TA B 1

TA B 1

TOOL SHEET 12

TOOL SHEET 2

THE APPROACH RECOMMENDED BY ADRETS TO
ENCOURAGE THE CONTRIBUTION OF CITIZENS
I n order to improve the accessibility of services, it is necessary to have users
directly involved in collecting service-related information. It is worth starting
with a test of the proposed tools with a small group of citizens before launching
an action aimed at a wider audience, for example by proposing an online collaborative platform. To do this, we can rely on local structures offering activities
to the general public (social centres, digital public space, youth clubs, etc.).
The ACCESS PARTIES: If there is a possibility to use premises of a social centre
or a digital public space, for example, then different activities can be organised
in relation to the tool set up to improve the accessibility of public services.
These «Access parties» are called «Cartoparties» of OpenStreetMap (events
organised in the territories in order to map a city or a district). It is a good
occasion for voluntary citizens to adopt the tools proposed by ADRETS, and
to participate in the quality assessment of services.  These informal meetings
are intended to explain the project and to get the citizens involved as a group
and as individuals to contribute to the further development of the project.
Citizens associations that have already taken part in the project should also be
considered, as they can provide a very detailed view on the issue.
Participants can see the changes made directly online if the form is digital and
connected to the web and it is reassuring for them. 
■

ANALYSING YOUR TERRITORY
WITH « GIRONDESCOPIE »,
THE PORTAL OF TERRITORIAL INFORMATION
OF THE GIRONDE DEPARTMENT.
Description of the context
The Gironde department welcomes about 20,000 new inhabitants each year. This trend changes the demographic
structure of certain sectors and increases the territorial
attractiveness of both peri-urban and rural areas, thus changing the needs in terms of access to services. At the same
time, there is a contrast within the department between
the major cities and the suburban or rural areas, showing
deficiencies in some areas in terms of access to services.
In order to analyse the needs and habits of the population,
and to build and organise the local supply of services,

the Gironde Department relies on several mechanisms
such as the Departmental plan to improve accessibility of
services to the public (SDAASP), the Territorial Pacts (tools
for dialogue) and the Territorial Observatory.
GIRONDESCOPIE, territorial knowledge portal of Gironde,
aims to gather and share all the resources necessary to
analyse and display territorial dynamics, particularly in
terms of services to the population. 		
■

Description of the approach
The SDAASP is a legislative and regulatory framework set
out by the Law on National Identity and Development (Loi
NOTRe). Adopted in December 2017 for a 6-year period,
it includes an action programme based on 2 concepts:
services to the public and their accessibility. The objectives of the plan are:

WHAT CAN I DO IF…

GUIDANCE IN CASE OF OBSTACLES,
DIFFICULTIES
This innovative approach involves citizens in
efforts to improve the management of information about a service. Like any innovation and
like any change of habits, this can generate
some fears. It is therefore important to ensure
that the majority of stakeholders are involved
in the process from the beginning, so that there
are no misunderstandings or frustrations, and
so that service providers do not feel «robbed»
of their data. The mobilisation of partners can
be more or less important depending on the
objective and ambition of the project.

GOLDEN RULES
• Target the services you want to map
on a territory
• Identify the actors within the territory
aible to mobilise citizens
• Directly involve the users
TO FIND OUT MORE
ADRETS, Transfer toolkit « participatory mapping of accessibility
of services » (2015). www.adrets-asso.fr
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• to correct territorial inequalities in terms of access
to services, through actions promoting local facilities
in territories with shortages (health, shops, public
services, early childhood),
• improve access to services for vulnerable groups,
in particular by providing support for digital use to
facilitate access to rights, by coordinating information
for the elderly across the territory, and by facilitating
access to sports and leisure activities,
• when designing new services, take into account both
the changing lifestyles of the department and specific
needs (integration, disability).

In 2020, Gironde Department carried out a mid-term
review of the plan in order to confirm or readjust the
dynamics identified during its first elaboration. To make
the analysis more precise, statistical data such as INSEE
(French National Institute for Statistics and Economic
Studies) data was used, as well as tools developed within
the department.
This helped to:
• Identify the new territorial dynamics and trends
in the sectors identified as deficient in 2016,
• Analyse the Department’s action in relation
to the identified deficiencies,
• Identify priorities or further action. 
■

Steps
• Source data and key concepts examined :
› focus on local and intermediate services, corresponding to the studied perimeters (EPCI : Public inter-municipal cooperation establishment),
› the composition of the service baskets.

• Comparison of the national indicators defined
in the Plan.
• Statistical data from the French National Institute for
Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE): quantitative
analysis of physical access to services once the INSEE
data has been cleaned.
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UNDERSTANDING the territory you live in

TA B 1

TOOL SHEET 2

Basket of local
services

First, the data was processed and analysed using pivot
tables and the QUERY application (which cleans up the
data). Then, in order to make the data meaningful and to
facilitate the understanding and analysis of the figures,
synthetic graphs were produced in data display, followed
by thematic scalable maps.
Particular attention has been paid to demographic dynamics (presence of different populations) in order to measure
and understand the factors of attractiveness (increase in

local commercial services, creation of structuring commercial zones, etc.) and to compare the dynamics in different
territories.
This work will help to improve access to services for the population: healthcare, schools, swimming pools, childcare,
reinforcement of public services (the Territorial Solidarity
Centres play a major role in supporting the community),
support for local shops (rural trade aid, « balanced town »
contracts, development guidelines, etc…).

■

Basket of intermediate
services

Basket of central
services

Cinema

Indoor
swimming pool

Employment
centre

Hospital

Doctor

Baker

Bookshop

Grocery shop

Pharmacy

Equipment shop

Gymnasium

Café/restaurant

Post office

Clothing shop

Dentist

Cash machine

Butcher/
Delicatessen

College

Police/
Gendarmerie

Laboratory

School

Nurse

Accommodation
for the elderly

Driving
school

Higher education

Mini-market

Hight school

Supermarket

Basket of metropolitan
services

Hight-speed
train station

Theatre

Appeal court

University

Prefect’s office

University
hospital

EXEMPLES D’INDICATEURS DU SDAASP
Rate of municipal population coverage with access to an EFS
within 20 minutes*
France Service Centres (EFS)

Number of Public Service Centres and France Service Centres
created and their location in terms of territories with
a shortage of resources
Coverage rate in terms of access to CLIC 1 and CLIC 3 services

Public services

Ophtalmologist

Number of places in accommodation facilities for the elderly
(number of places in relation to the number of dependent elderly people according to APA- Personal Autonomy Allowance )

Elderly / Disabled people

Number of third places created/ location
Third Places

Physio therapist Hairdresser

Childcare

Rate of municipal population coverage with access to a third
place within 20 minutes
Number of Multi-professional healthcare centres (MSPs)
created/location
Rate of local population coverage by an MSP within
20 minutes

Practitioners

Density of medical specialists (number of doctors
per 10,000 inhabitants)

Healthcare

Percentage of the population covered by an e-health project
in each municipality

Healthcare supply

Education
Youth

1 hour

Number of local health professional communities (CPTS)
formed
Rate of coverage in terms of childcare facilities
(number of places / population 0-3 years)

Early childhood

Rate of coverage in terms of childminders
Breakdown of secondary schools and young people aged
11 to 14 to be enrolled by municipality

Education services

Culture
Sport-leisure

Culture

Number of cultural facilities per 1,000 inhabitants

Sport-Leisure

Number of sports facilities per 1,000 inhabitants

Shops

Local shops

Number of shops per 1,000 inhabitants
Rate of coverage of Public inter-municipal cooperation
establishments (EPCI) in terms of Transport on demand
facilities (TAD)

Mobility

Mobility
Digital

Rate of coverage in terms of digital public spaces (EPN)
Digital

Population broadband coverage evolution
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TO FIND OUT MORE
Territorial analysis tools
• Girondescopie (https://www.gironde.fr/collectivites/girondescopie)
• INSEE statistics
• Geoclip
• girondescopie.fr - girondescopie@gironde.fr
Balanced town contracts
The main objectives of this contract, signed between the Department of the Gironde, the municipalities
and the Communities of Communes, are as follows:
• To turn medium-sized towns into « driving forces « that will boost the vitality of the living area
and reinforce the development capacities of each territory,
• To offer medium-sized towns tailor-made assistance (engineering and financial support) through
a medium-term commitment to carry out actions in line with the territory’s project and departmental
priorities.

19
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UNDERSTANDING the territory you live in

TA B 1

TOOL SHEET 3

© D.R.

CREATING A LOCAL PLAN
FOR ACCESS TO SERVICES
(Source : ADRETS)

Description of the context
Today, there are numerous trends that are prompting local
authorities to examine their role in developing and implementing a local services supply suited to the needs and
practices of their inhabitants. These trends include the
concentration of public services in urban areas, the liberalisation of services and the evolution of the strategy of
the major operators (Post Office, French national electricity
company, French national railway company, etc.), changes
in users’ expectations, as well as digitalisation and the
emergence of digital tools, all of which have an impact on
users’ relationships with services

Rural areas are faced with two major challenges when it
comes to the supply of services:
• a territorial cohesion and equity issue,
• an issue of attractiveness, because the presence
of services determine the development potential
of the territory.
This is where ADRETS supports Public inter-municipal
cooperation establishments (EPCIs), communities of communes or municipalities wishing to develop services to the
population and improve their accessibility, through the
development of local service plans using a participatory
approach. 
■

Description of the tool
OBJECTIVES
Make the supported municipalities autonomous when
structuring their service offer.
APPROACH
It is essential to involve citizens and all local actors in
the implementation of the plan.
There are four main steps in setting up a local plan:
1. Geographical diagnosis of existing actors, gaps and
added value of the territory. It is important to have
intermediaries to facilitate the relationship with local
structures and to make an exhaustive census of the
existing services,
2. Networking and knowledge sharing between actors.
Organising professional meetings,
3. Collective definition of the main themes (typology of
services, accessibility issues, etc.) or target audiences
(elderly, disabled, young people, etc.) and their
approval by the local authority,
4. Creation of thematic groups to develop an action plan
and define the budget.
TOOLS
• Collaborative mapping of services in the territory
(see Tool Sheet 1),
• wiki (collaborative platform) to monitor the project
and the actions carried out,
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A local tool
for local solutions !
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• shared diagnosis survey on a specific theme, based
on a focus group (about fifteen people or structures
depending on the theme studied) and/or a travelling
exhibition to meet users and collect their needs/ideas
to improve access to the service in question,
• animation and evaluation tools for the plan.
COST OF THE SERVICE
Between 30 000 à 40 000 €. 

■

• Place the population and local actors
at the heart of the process
• Encourage cooperation between
local actors
• Accept the right to experiment
TO FIND OUT MORE

WHAT CAN I DO IF…

GUIDANCE IN CASE OF OBSTACLES,
DIFFICULTIES
It is very important to conceive the local plan
in line with the Departmental plan to improve
accessibility to services for the public (SDAASP)
in order to guarantee its coherence and success.
The SDAASP provides a basis for work on the
issues faced by the territory.

EXAMPLE OF IMPLEMENTATION:
• Pays de Maurienne service plan (73)
• Territorial diagnosis and action plan for public services Community of Communes Vallée de l’Ubaye Serre-Ponçon (04)
ADRETS also trains structures applying for the France Service Centre
(MFS) label, on behalf of the National Centre for Territorial Public
Administration (CNFPT) of the AURA Region.
This training programme provides tools, resources and opportunities
for discussion on a wide range of topics such as the position of the
person providing assistance, digital technology, managing an MFS,
communication, partnerships, etc.
https://adrets-asso.fr/
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TOOL SHEET 4

BUILDING A LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
ON THE SCALE OF A LEADER
TERRITORY

Description of the approach
OBJECTIVES
Define a development strategy for access to services.
STEPS
At the end of the analysis of the territory and the SWOT
analysis mentioned above, the Pays de Haute Provence
and the Luberon Regional Nature Park chose to focus the
application on the two lines of the Provence Alpes Côte
d’Azur Regional Council’s Call for Expressions of Interest:
• economic development through the enhancement
of resources: tourism, research and development,
pooling of tools for businesses, agriculture,
• the attractiveness of rural areas by maintaining
and developing services: access to services and
the development of digital technology, training,
culture, mobility ( linked to the energy transition),
waste management.

Description of the context
For the 2014-2020 LEADER programming period, the Local
Action Group (LAG) of Haute Provence - Luberon has selected a perimeter of 96 municipalities with a population
of 141,760 (INSEE, 2012).
As part of its LEADER 2014-2020 application, the Pays de
Haute Provence and the Luberon Regional Nature Park
carried out a shared diagnosis to identify the territory’s
challenges. The diagnosis showed a territory with a strong

demographic dynamic and attractiveness, which was nevertheless exposed to the risk of territorial disparities,
some of which could be increased by the progressive
disappearance of some activities.
The SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats) analysis revealed that services were gradually
weakening, both in terms of their geographical coverage
and the quality of the services offered.

To put this choice into practice during the collective brain
storming workshops, it was decided to have the participants express themselves on the 2 LEADER 2014 - 2020
priority themes according to 2 positions:
1. what would I like to see achieved, what is my vision
of an ideal future?
2. what can I propose or achieve in concrete terms?
What is the priority to be implemented, in my opinion?

SERVICES, A TERRITORIAL COVERAGE TO BE REVIEWED:
WEAKNESSES

Quality of services on a territorial scale. Rich associative and cultural environment. Launch of the Eco
Campus on new forms of energy at the end of 2015.

Strong disparities within the territory. Areas undergoing
depopulation. Ageing artisans and shopkeepers. Poor
signage in the villages and on the territory.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Territorial attractiveness generating a need for services.
A mutualisation dynamic to be developed. Spin-off
effect of the creation of the eco-campus based on new
energies.

Disappearance of public services, especially in small
villages. Oversized education services / declining school
population.

The strategy set out above was then broken down into
strategic objectives on the basis of dialogue with local
stakeholders, thus giving substance to a tree of objectives
with precise expected results.
For each branch of the tree, the expected results of line 2
for services are as follows: bringing together the territory’s
population and a varied range of services, in particular by
improving their visibility or by letting them come to meet
the inhabitants.
Finally, the development plan (with objectives and action
sheets) was drawn up and budgeted. 		
■

WORKING METHODOLOGY

Literature
Review

SWOT
analysis

Call for videas
by polling

© D.R.

STRENGTHS

This approach enabled people to express a clear desire to
rally around «how to work together» on the basis of identified resources. Several guiding principles emerged based
on the key notion of cooperation. It is a core component
of the LEADER strategy, since cooperation is understood
as a working methodology for the implementation of
actions, projects and governance.

Working group
Governance
Evaluation

Reading
Committee

STEERING
COMMITTEE
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TOOL SHEET 4

TREE OF OBJECTIVES
Action Sheet 10

Working together to explore new
opportunities for development

Action Sheet 1

Develop and promote new ways
of transmitting skills
and businesses

Action Sheet 2

Encourage the sharing
of resources

Action Sheet 3

Supporting different forms
of entrepreneurship

Axis 1

Strengthening the conditions
for successful businesses

Action Sheet 7

Action Sheet 4

Supporting voluntary
and experimental approaches
in terms of new energies

Develop links between
generations and populations

Action Sheet 5

Improving access to services
and their quality

Action Sheet 8

Supporting eco-practices and
eco-citizenship (tourism, cultural
heritage, industry and agriculture)

Action Sheet 9

Action Sheet 6

Invent and develop paces for
social and cultural activities

Axis 2

Creating and organising
services for all

Develop circular practices
in agriculture, forestry and
business and promote access
for all to quality food from region

Axis 3

Developing resources in
a responsible and supportive
manner

STRATEGY

Action for
a territory
of cooperation
and sustainable
economy

Share,
Try Experiment
with othe
territories

Create emulation for
this “new way of doing
things” (functioning)

GOLDEN RULES
• Key concept: cooperation
• Shared diagnosis of the territory (territorial portrait, SWOT analysis)
•C
 onsultation with local players, using collective intelligence
workshops
TO FIND OUT MORE
LAG of Haute Provence-Luberon Pays de Haute Provence: animation@leader-hauteprovenceluberon.com
www.leader-hauteprovenceluberon.com
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Promoting access to rights
and administrative procedures
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TOOL SHEET 1

PROMOTING ACCESS TO RIGHTS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES
Description of the context
In order to reduce social and territorial inequalities, mutualise access to services and improve the quality of
service to citizens, Public service centres (MSAPs) were
set up under the NOTRe Law of 7 August 2015, in the wake
of the EREFs (rural employment and training areas) and
then the RSPs (public service relays).

Since 1 January 2020, the France Service Centre label
has been launched throughout the country, allowing 460
France Services centres to be certified for a transitional
period of two years, the aim being to have one France
Services centre per canton by the end of 2022. 
■

Description of the device
OBJECTIVES
• Halt the decline in public services
• Fight against administrative confusion
• Build a «service offer» adapted to the needs identified
in the living area
• Bring services closer to users
• Reduce the digital divide

© D.R.

APPROACH
The new France Services centres (creation or accreditation of former MSAPs) are aimed at upgrading the
MSAPs through the following actions:
• new partners at national level bringing the number of
operators to 10,
• the introduction of 2 front office agents,
• the range of opening hours of at least 24 hours,
• joint training for reception staff organised by the
National Centre for Territorial Public Administration
(CNFPT) (base of partners’
activities and user support),
• support and provision of IT
tools.

THE MAIN STAKEHOLDERS
• T he National Agency for Territorial Cohesion (ANCT,
formerly CGET) pilots the public policy,
•D
 eposit Fund (Caisse des Dépôts) facilitates the national network (local structures can lead the networks
on a regional scale. Such is the case of ADRETS,
which runs the Alpine network),
• the prefectures label France Services projects and
lead the departmental network,
• the national and local operators sign local
partnership agreements with France Services centres
according to the needs of each territory.
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SOME IDEAS FOR PROMOTING ACCESS TO RIGHTS
IN RURAL AREAS (source: Doctors of the World)
FOCUS ON… PUTTING A FRANCE SERVICES CENTRE IN
OPERATION
The example of the commune of Saint-Joseph (Reunion Island) in the upper districts of the municipality (Les Lianes
and Jean-Petit). This is a highly contrasted territory, with
extremely isolated areas, low population density and a
very high level of financial insecurity among the population.
STEPS
January 2018: Call for projects
January to February 2018: Contacts with potential
partners
February 2018: Agreements in principle from the French
Post Office and partners (AD2R, Employment Centre)
February 2018: Application for 2 sectors Jean Petit and
Les Lianes
July 2018: Selection Committee approved the labelling
of the project
August 2018: Project and provisional financing plan
approved by the City Council
September 2018: Financial documents returned to GHS
September to October 2018: Meetings with key partners
October 2018: City Council approved the Framework
Agreement
January 2019: Signature of the framework agreement
April - May 2019: Staff training by partners (immersion
+ training by CNFPT)
Late 2018-early 2019: Equipment acquisition, as well as
renovation and fitting-out work (1.5 months of work, for
a provisional cost of €43,200
1st half-year 2019: Communication
DEVELOPED TOOLS
• Privacy policy (signed by the agents)
• Rules of procedure

FOCUS ON… MOBILE FACILITIES
(Source: ADRETS)
There are still off-site service offices in some reception
points, but they are regularly put into question by the
operators (for economy of scale reasons), and sometimes
even by the agents, who find it difficult to deal with the
need to travel. Some territories have specific needs linked
to the type of service users (young people, elderly people,
seasonal workers, farmers, etc.) and it is necessary to
develop and strengthen local partnerships. Sometimes
this means going beyond the national framework and entering into direct negotiations with operators at local level.
Mobility is a key issue for the territories and many projects
are already underway within the France Service network.
However, this approach must be implemented over the
long term in order to ensure that the service is fully adopted by the local population (elected representatives, town
hall/Staff of Community centre for social action (CCAS)),
particularly in mountainous areas. 
■

OBSERVATIONS
> Public services are becoming less involved:
access to rights is becoming more remote with
the decrease in the number of physical reception
points for all public services (e.g. CPAM -Primary
sickness insurance fund, MSA - Mutual agricultural Social Insurance, etc.); paying CPAM
helpline 3646.
> Digitalisation of services.
> Some public service centres are not operational
and may have functional problems (overworked
staff, lack of training, etc.)
> Services are often scattered and not very clear.

SUGGESTIONS
> Make sure that there are local structures
with qualified professionals in charge of access
to rights, with appropriate reception capacities and open all year round (including during
school holidays). These structures should be part
of a network where they complement the other
partners on the territory.
> Strengthening the skills of people working in
these structures to meet users’ needs in terms of
access to rights (standardising their services).
> Alternative solutions to digital services: this
cannot be the only possible access; easily accessible solutions must coexist with local physical
reception points.
> Free CPAM telephone helpline. 
■

GOLDEN RULES

Bring public services
as close as possible
to the users.

In order to obtain the France Service centre certification the
following services must be offered: the Post Office, Family
Allowance Office (CAF), Bank of Territories, Regional Public Finance Office (DRFIP), Social Security Office (CGSS), Employment
Office (Pôle Emploi) and the Departmental Council for Access to
the Law (CDAD Justice). This core service package can be complemented by local authorities and other partners, in accordance
with the local needs expressed by citizens. However, as pointed
out by those working in the field, it is also necessary to:
• Define a job description for reception staff;
offer training on the support role and digital mediation.

FINANCING
EAFRD; National Fund for Territorial Planning and Development (FNADT); Inter-operator fund; Municipality’s
contribution.
© D.R.

• Clarify the multitude of tools, maps and financial schemes
available to reception points and provide clear information.
• To have greater flexibility in financing and organising
the itinerancy of France service centres (financing
lighter equipment, organising the team); to link
the implementation of the certification with the real
situation in the territories, particularly in very rural
and sparsely populated areas.

TO FIND OUR MORE
• Report « Reception point analysis 2020. A year of transitions, adaptations, solutions....», Adrets, 2020
• France Contacts network: The France Contacts application has been developed following the
philosophy of the Mobile Public Service centres, with the aim of bringing «public services to
the user’s door». The first version is available free of charge on Google Play and App Store and
offers three entries: search for the contact details of a public institution; search for a public
service; get help with procedures.
www.france-contacts.fr
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RESHAPING MOBILITY
Description of the context
Mobility has been a major concern in rural areas for many
years. Although this is not new, the problems associated
with mobility are becoming more and more prevalent.
The distance between work and home is increasing and
commuting is becoming a common practice, while the
resulting costs are taking an increasing toll on the budgets of rural residents. In addition, the disappearance/
concentration of services often aggravates the situation
In addition to traditional mobility needs (for schoolchildren or people in precarious situations), there is a growing
need for services for an ageing and isolated population.
The development of a new form of tourism with car-free
city dwellers is also creating new needs.
In order to meet these needs (economic and social
concerns) while trying to avoid the car as the only means

of transport (environmental concerns), local authorities
must adopt a global approach to mobility and propose
smart and coherent solutions that will be accepted by
the population. This can be done through the development and implementation of a mobility plan for a
territory, which can be designed at different scales and
by different actors. This plan can take different forms
that can be more or less legally framed. It will help to
streamline and prioritise the projects that will then be
implemented to help improve mobility and, as a result,
provide better services to the population in a given area.
Many rural and peri-urban communities have already
started implementing mobility plans.
■

RESOURCES
Mobility plans vary in form and scope
and are often strongly shaped by the
scale of the project. However, according
to a study by the Centre for Studies and
Expertise on Risks, Environment, Mobility, and Urban and Country Planning
(Cerema) in 2020, rural mobility plans
generally cost between 30,000 and
60,000 Euros, while the costs of a voluntary mobility plan for AOMs with fewer
than 100,000 inhabitants can range from
100,000 to 300,000 Euros. 
■
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Description of the tool

APPROACH
A diagnosis is carried out to analyse mobility and the range
of existing services in order to identify the major challenges
of the territory.
A strategy is drawn up to define objectives that meet the
mobility challenges.
An action programme is set up to develop and support appropriate services.
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WHAT CAN I DO IF…
© D.R.

OBJECTIVES
Well-designed mobility in a given territory offers its inhabitants a better quality of life and saves money. It is
also a good way to boost an existing range of services.
The French Law on Mobility Orientation (LOM law) has
also extended the powers of local authorities on mobility
issues at all levels. They can therefore focus on these
issues to help in particular to find a way out of the “exclusive use of the car”.
A mobility plan enables a territory or Mobility Organising
Authority (AOM) to overcome the mere vision of isolated,
one-off projects and aims to create a coherent cross-cutting vision between the various public authorities, territorial stakeholders and inhabitants. It will also facilitate
applications to calls for projects by providing elements
of diagnosis, strategy and action, as well as by putting
a given project into perspective within the framework of
an overall mobility policy.
The mobility plan can be integrated into various urban
and territorial planning documents (PLUi - Local Urbanism
Plan, SCoT - Territorial coherence schemes, PCAET - The
Territorial Climate and Energy Plan …)

The implementation of a mobility
plan is a proactive approach that must
obviously be supported
by the elected representatives
of a territory. It is essential to adopt
a comprehensive mobility plan,
corresponding to the movements
of the inhabitants. It is essential
to mobilise all the actors in a territory
and to involve the users of the studied
services.

GUIDANCE IN CASE OF OBSTACLES,
DIFFICULTIES
The first challenge is often due to the scale of
the studied territory. Many local authorities,
and in particular communities of communes,
have boundaries that do not correspond to the
daily lives of their inhabitants. A mobility plan
involving neighbouring communities can therefore be envisaged.
A lack of training for elected representatives
or technicians on the issues of sustainable
development or new forms of mobility is also
frequently encountered.
Finally, the car is often the dominant mode of
transport, particularly in rural areas, and residents may be reluctant to change.

TO FIND OUT MORE
LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Law n° 2019-1428 of 24 December 2019 Law on Mobility Orientation
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (available online)
• Simplified mobility plan (PdMS) - Planning travel in a rural
area or medium-sized town, Cerema, methodological guide,
due for publication (2021))
• Law on Mobility Orientation - What evolutions in terms
of planning? Document, Cerema, 2020

Funding is raised to implement the actions.
An assessment is carried out to renew the diagnosis and
the strategy.
The LOM created the simplified mobility plan, which is legally
defined but can only be implemented by the AOMs. Non-legally defined plans can be developed and implemented on
any scale.

• New sustainable and social mobility, Dossier, French Environment
and Energy Management Agency Magazine, September 2020.
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PROMOTING READING
IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES
(Source: Practical guide «How to develop public reading in rural areas»,
coordinated by Marie-Line Haaz, deputy mayor of Frotey-lès-Vesoul with the
support of the Association of French Rural Mayors ( AMRF))

However, several factors can slow down the development
of public reading facilities:

• L ocal authorities and potential actors are not fully
aware of the actions that can be implemented;
• L ack of visibility on engineering and financial support;
• Lack of complementarity and coordination between
schools, extracurricular activities and libraries in
terms of reading activities;
• EPCI competences in terms of public reading are not
well defined (and therefore there is a lack of clarity
and heterogeneity of practices).
In this context, the rural Association of French Rural
Mayors in Haute Saône have developed a guidebook
containing useful information on how to develop and
implement a public reading project within a municipality
or at the inter-municipal level. 
■

APPROACH
Contents of the guide:
Part 1: objectives of the guidelines
Part 2: role of local educational and socio-cultural actors
and examples of actions and partnership synergies
Part 3: inter-municipal competence in terms of public
reading
Part 4: support and assistance measures

• Existing association (associative activities should be
integrated into the library’s cultural action programme
and premises should be shared).
• The economic environment (promotion of the actors,
partnerships, sponsorships).
• Educational players (teachers should contribute to
defining the library’s project, and librarians should be
involved in the pedagogical project of leisure and extracurricular activities).
• Social actors (medical and social centres, CCAS – Community centres for social action, retirement residences)
as drivers of diversity, intergenerational sharing and
living together.
• Local cultural network (Association « Read and Make
Read, « Common Readings «, cultural centres...).

A rural library must be designed to be integrated into its
territory and scaled according to:
• Its living area (population characteristics, demographic
and socio-professional composition).

All these actors need to be involved in the first meetings
aimed at defining the rural library project, as libraries, far
from being competitors, can contribute to the development
of local resources and strengths.
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DESIGNING AND OPERATING A RURAL LIBRARY:
the «Ten Commandments for rural libraries»
1.  Flexible.

The design of the library and the structure of the buildings should be
flexible. In particular, this means getting as close as possible to an open plan layout.
2. 	 C
 ompact. The path from one point to another should be as short as possible: no
unnecessary walking in a small library. This point should be strongly linked to the
following one.
3. 	 A
 ccessible. Accessibility for all, in accordance with the regulations in force and easy
access (parking nearby, etc.).
4. 	 Expandable. The design of the building should allow for possible extension.
5. 	 D
 iverse. The architecture of the library should present the collections and the
services offered in such a way that users have as much choice as possible, whether
they are looking for books or other media, reading or going through newspapers and
magazines, or studying....
6. 	 W
 ell organised. Books and other media should be displayed so that the user can
access them easily. The collection should be managed to ensure a regular rotation of
recent books and up-to-date information.

Description of the guide
OBJECTIVES
«How to develop public reading in rural areas» guidebook
identifies the specific features of rural libraries and their
objectives, presents the actors to be mobilised to develop and implement a public reading policy, mentions the
possible contents of these policies and gives concrete
guidelines to run a rural library.

Libraries are
the largest cultural network
in France with 16,700 sites:
7,700 libraries
and 9,000 reading points.

GOLDEN RULES

Description of the context
Rural libraries are local public cultural spaces, providing
a third place for social life and ensuring equal access to
culture, social inclusion and digital literacy. They undeniably strengthen the identity and attractiveness of the
territory as they contribute to the culture and vitality of
a village.
Often they are also the only public service open free of
charge to all. The State works with the departmental
media libraries to structure this cultural presence in rural areas, and has given them the task of setting up and
supporting a network of public libraries in municipalities
with a population under 10,000.

FOCUS ON…
Departmental plans for the development of public
reading
The departmental councils provide support to municipalities
in terms of design, logistics, financing, operation, training
and animation. Three axes are generally developed:
• development of inter-municipal media libraries,
• modernisation and professional enhancement of rural
libraries,
• partnership with cultural, educational, associative and
social actors. 
■

7. 	 C
 omfortable. Temperature and light control, together with appropriate furniture, are
essential.
8. 	 Respecting the surrounding environment. In order to preserve the collection (books,
discs, films, etc.), heating, ventilation, light, humidity and acoustics must be
controlled.
9. 	S
 afe. The safety rules that apply to any building open to the public must be
respected.
10. 	Cost-effective. The construction and maintenance of a library should be carefully
designed to ensure reasonable operating costs and expenses.
TO FIND OUT MORE
REPORTS, GUIDEBOOKS:
• Report «How to develop public reading in rural areas», guidelines developed by the AMRF of Haute-Saône.
• Creating a library in a rural environment, Departmental Library of the Ardennes department. - Charleville-Mézières: 2011
• Creating a library in a rural environment: Programme, equipment, furniture, financial aid / Departmental Library of Touraine. - Tours: 2002
TOOLS, DEVICES
- Library charter
- Departmental plan for the development of public reading
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PROMOTING EQUAL
OPPORTUNITIES

2. Better understand mobility needs among women by
including gender-specific data on rural areas in the global
transport survey.

Description of the context
According to Salomé Berlioux, President of the association
Chemins d’avenirs («Pathways to the Future»), « when it
comes to career choices as well as school results, young
people in France are largely conditioned by their social
and geographical origins. In this context, young people in
rural areas and small towns are not in the same starting
position when facing their future as young people in large
cities. They have access to too little information, very
few means of transport, very few networks and very few
opportunities. The range of possibilities for their training
and future profession is limited. It is all the more important
as there are strong self-censorship mechanisms that limit
their aspirations. And their territories are often economically and socially vulnerable».
On the other hand, Centre Hubertine Auclert points out
the existing inequalities between women and men in
rural areas. «Women encounter difficulties in their mobility and access to healthcare, particularly in the area

of sexual and reproductive health.
The training offer in rural areas is
less developed and not very mixed.
Women must travel further from
home to work, which makes it difficult for them to balance their work
and family life. In addition, women
are under-represented in politics,
as there is no parity obligation in
municipalities with fewer than 1,000 inhabitants (62%
of rural municipalities in the Île-de-France region) and in
inter-municipal bodies. Three out of 43 rural inter-municipal bodies are chaired by women, and three have 100%
male executives. Women vice-presidents account for only
21.9% of these intercommunities».
Here is a selection of the recommendations made by these
two resource structures to promote equal opportunities
and more equal access to rights and public services.  ■

TO PROMOTE EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
(proposed by Salomé Berlioux)

• information, career orientation and ambition challenge:
Place career orientation at the heart of the educational
project of rural middle and high schools, using appropriate
educational initiatives Cordées de la réussite (Roped together for success) - Reinforce and stabilise school teams
in isolated areas - Create a national mentoring programme
adapted to territories remote from major cities.
• territorial networking challenge: Offer 30,000 intern
ships aimed at 9th grade students in rural areas - Facilitate the commitment of young people in isolated
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territories: Universal
national service( SNU),
Civic Service, everyday
life commitments - Promote the use of digital
technology to sustain
the orientation and
aspirations of rural
youths.

4. Diversify the training offer for young women and men
and strengthen their professional integration by establishing gender-based diagnoses of the offer available at
the inter-municipal and departmental level.
5. Enhance access to information on birth control, voluntary termination of pregnancy (VTP) and gynaecological
care by using digital communication, in particular through
applications.
6. Diversify childcare facilities (mobile, close to a railway
station, non-standard working hours) by making them accessible to all households and all incomes, by mobilising
regional, European and French social security funding.
7. Promote access to continuing education for those women who are remote from working life.
8. Develop women’s entrepreneurship by promoting
networks of women business owners and by designing
co-working spaces accessible to all.

Description of recommendations
• representation challenge: Develop indicators adapted
to young people in rural areas and small towns, in order
to better target public policies - Make companies aware
of the diversity of the territories and the resulting recruitment challenges - Integrate the territorial dimension into
the social openness approach of the top-ranking higher
education establishments.

3. Enhance women’s mobility by developing transport
on demand and car-sharing systems at the municipal or
inter-municipal level.

Mission orientat
ion
et égalité des cha
nces
dans la France
des zones rurales
et des petites ville
s

9. Improve women’s access to business start-up support
programmes by adopting criteria to prevent their exclusion
(age limit, mobility constraints) and by targeting sectors
in which they are strongly involved.

Restaurer la prom
esse
républicaine

10. Strengthen access
to rights for female farmers, providing them
with information on
the different statuses
in agriculture and explaining the risks involved when no such
status exists, particularly in the case of divorce
or the death of the spouse.

• mobility challenge: Systematise access to the driving
licence for 17 year olds - Launch an experimental programme «Discover my territory» - Take better account of
geographical distance when calculating boarding school
grants and when awarding grants for higher education»

T
R

FEMMES
ET RURALITÉ

POUR L’ÉGALITÉ
ENTRE LES FEMMES
ET LES HOMMES
DANS LES TERRITO
IRE
RURAUX FRANCILIEN S
S

11. Improve the participation of women in all EPCIs by
using earmarking systems for intercommunal elections
in municipalities with fewer than 1,000 inhabitants; these
lists must have equal numbers of men and women and
must rotate between men and women; there must be parity rules for intercommunal executives, with an obligation
to reserve the post of first vice-president for a candidate
of a different sex from that of the president.
12. Elected women should be given more support by
creating specific networks of local elected women or think
tanks within political parties and associations of elected
representatives; offer workshops on public speaking and
self-confidence.
13. Improve awareness about local and national support
services for women victims of violence via publications
in magazines, websites, billboards and community notice boards, as well as in local facilities (doctor’s offices,
pharmacies and France Service centres).
14. Facilitate access to information for women victims of
violence by creating drop-in centres in premises with a
wide range of services, such as the France Service Centres;
consider the location of the centre within the premises to
ensure confidentiality. 
■

Rapport remis
le 5 mars 2020

par Salomé Berliou
x,
présidente de l’assoc
iation
Chemins d’aven
irs

O
R

(proposed by the Centre Hubertine Auclert)
1. Improve women’s mobility by facilitating their access to
life-long driving licence support programmes.

P
A

TFE

TO PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY

P

TERRITOIRES
FRANCILIENS
P O U R L’ É G A L
ITÉ

2019

TO FIND OUT MORE
• Mission «Orientation and equal opportunities in rural areas
and small towns France», Restoring the Republican promise.
Report by Salomé Berlioux, March 2020.
• Assisting young adults - issues, proposals and perspectives for rural
territories. Booklet produced within the framework of the Collective
mobilisation for rural development (MCDR) project AJITeR, April 2021.
• «The girls of the neighbourhood», survey on young women in rural areas.
Study carried out by Yaëlle Amsellem Mainguy, sociologist at the French
National Institute for Popular Education and Youth (Injep), in 2019.
• Women and rurality - for equality between women and men in the rural
territories of Ile-de-France.
Report carried out by the Hubertine Auclert Centre in 2019.
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STRENGTHENING the presence of health professionals
TA B 3

TOOL SHEET 1

CREATING A HEALTH CARE CENTRE
Description of the context
etc.) with a common secretary service. Bringing together
health activities answers the expectation of many health
professionals to change their way of working; it also
encourages the development and coordination of health
education and prevention activities in the area. In addition, it ensures a permanent medical presence for the
population. 
■

© D.R.

While there is a strong concentration of young doctors
in urban departments, rural areas strive to keep medical practitioners on their territory. Pooling (grouping
together several health professionals to share duties
and equipment for example) is one of the possible levers.
Taking this context into account, local authorities are
developing Multi-professional health centres ( MSPs) or
healthcare hubs that can accommodate several healthcare professionals (medical, paramedical, pharmacists,

Description of the approach
OBJECTIVES
• Provide residents with a permanent medical care
service.
• Decompartmentalise and restructure care according
to the patient’s needs
• Provide an optimal working environment for health
professionals

STEPS
There are three possible scenarios:
• A project carried out by health professionals,
supported by the community. This is the ideal
scenario because the professionals are ready
to invest in premises, while the local authority acts
as an intermediary with the landowners.

• Project is run by the local authority, in partnership
with the health professionals. The local authority
brings together the health professionals, manages the
land and infrastructure and then rents the premises.
The financial risk is significant if the premises are not
occupied. The upstream phase of finding practitioners
is therefore essential. However, the local authority may
decide to create a multi-service centre, with social and
cultural partners, in addition to medical services. This
brings different audiences together and creates a real
dynamism in the area.
• The project is entirely supported by the local
authority, which employs the doctors and
the secretary. This scheme is more burdensome for
the local authority.
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2
1

THE MAIN STEPS
Step 1: Carry out a territorial diagnosis and conduct a
feasibility (or opportunity) study
› List the health professionals in the area and observe
the local environment
› Define the project area
› Collect data concerning the territory
Step 2: Mobilise professionals to join a project
› Inform and mobilise professionals in the area
› Get information on local projects
› Build the team
Step 3: Develop your health project
› Define the professional project
› Define the health care project
› Apply to the French regional health authority (ARS)
for «Multi-professional health centre» accreditation.
Step 4: Find premises
› Contact local authorities
› Invest in real estate

FOCUS ON…
The Multi-professional health centres (MSP)
An MSP is a place where several self-employed health
professionals, natural persons, work together on a common health project. The project should be validated by
the Regional health public authority and demonstrate that
the professionals work in a coordinated and multi-professional manner with a common patient base. The MSP
must be set up as an Interprofessional Ambulatory Care
Society (SISA). It offers a range of local health services
without accommodation, as well as preventive actions.
The health care hub (Pôle de Santé)
A health care hub brings together health care professionals working according to the same rules and objectives
as those of an MSP, but who can practice inside or outside
the premises. These health professionals are natural and/
or legal persons (Establishment of accommodation for
dependent old persons - EPHPAD, etc.). It facilitates prevention, therapeutic patient education and health sports
activities, but also structures care at home and in EHPADs.
The territorial professional health community (CPTS)
The CPTS brings together professionals of the same territory and medical and paramedical structures willing
to work together on a health project in order to address
common problems and ensure a better continuity of
health care for the patients (easier access to a general
practitioner, organisation of multi-professional care for
patients, development and coordination of preventive
actions). Unlike the MSPs, this approach operates on
the basis of a territory and not a patient base. The CPTS
receive financial support from the Regional health public
authority (aid for creation) and the Health Insurance (aid
for operation). They are associations.

Step 5: Finance the project
› Private funding
› Public aid (State-Region contract, local authorities,
Provision of Equipment for Rural Areas...)
› European funds (ERDF, EAFRD)
› Specific aid (Health insurance fund MSA...)
Step 6: Prepare the launch of the MSP
› Software
› Legal registrations ( French national information
system on health professionals - ADELI or Shared
Directory of Healthcare Professionals - RPPS
number, Primary Sickness Insurance Fund - CPAM,
Family Allowance Contribution Collection Offices URSSAF)
› Insurance

Salaried status for doctors
Some local authorities (municipalities, departmental
councils) choose to employ doctors and manage health
centres (MSPs or others). In Saône and Loire, for example,
there are four health centres and several dozen local rural
offices. Employed doctors have a secretary and work
between 35 and 39 hours a week for an average salary
of just over €6,000. However, employing a doctor can
be very complicated and burdensome for a small rural
community (high costs, lack of infrastructure, reception
conditions, etc.).

Supporting self-employed
professionals can benefit
the community.

GOLDEN RULES
Convince the elected representatives that by supporting
self-employed professionals they are acting in the collective
interest. For example, by recognising an area as a health hub
in the Territorial coherence plan (SCOT) or by creating a positive
dynamic between health professionals in the area.
TO FIND OUT MORE
• Dossier «How to attract health professionals to a territory», produced by Bruded in 2018.
• MACSF (French Insurance to health professionals) thematic files:
www.macsf.fr/exercice-liberal/Exercer-en-groupe
• Hippocrate development: specialised consultancy, supporting multi-professional health organisations
(MSPs- multi-professional health centres, ESPs - Primary Care Teams, CPTSs - territorial health communities, CDSs - Health centre), local health contracts, and health innovations (telemedicine, Article 51,
City-Hospital Pathways, etc.): www.hippocrate-developpement.fr/
• ARS website / File on access to care (what actions are carried out in your neighbourhood?), on the regional
health plan: www.ars.sante.fr
• Contract to start a practice (CDE): this contract is aimed at all doctors (general practitioners, specialists)
who have been practising for less than a year (whether they are established or substitutes). It provides
numerous incentives to facilitate their arrival in areas with the lowest medical coverage.
solidarites-sante.gouv.fr/professionnels/se-former-s-installer-exercer/contrat-de-debut-d-exercice-cde/CDE

The contract of commitment to the public service (CESP)
Created in 2009, this contract provides a monthly allowance of €1,200 for students in medicine from the 2nd
year of studies. In exchange, the beneficiaries undertake
to choose a less represented medical specialty or to install themselves in an area with threatened continuity of
care, particularly in rural areas, and this for the period
corresponding to the duration of the allowance and for a
minimum of two years.
■
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USING TELEMEDICINE

(source: Dr. Marie Costes University Hospital of Rennes/
Inter-hospital Geriatric Network of the Rennes Area)

Description of the context

Boosting the digital transition
in the healthcare sector in order
to improve access to care for
those areas without physicians.

There is a new emerging trend to fight against medical
desert: the development of telemedicine. «It does not
mean that a machine will replace a direct contact with the
doctor. But we should not ignore this tool, which offers
real services in dermatology or radiology and prevents
isolated patients from travelling to the hospital,» says
Jean-Pierre Ortiz, President of the Confederation of French
Medical Unions (CSMF). 
■

© D.R.

OBJECTIVES
• Improving access to health care for isolated people
• Fighting against medical desert
• Encouraging home care
Connected alarm watches
(Estonia).

APPROACH
5 acts of telemedecine:

Patient

Alone or assisted by a
health care professional.

MEDICAL REGULATION

Did you say
telemedicine?

Patient’s medical
record.

TELE-EXPERTISE

Quick access to specialists
Personalised care
Comfort
Proximity
High quality care

TÉLÉ-ASSISTANCE
Doctor

Performs a technical act…

REMOTE MONITORING
… with the help
of his/her colleague.

You are consulting
a doctor who needs
specialist advice
on your care.

Patient

Automatic or self-gathering
of data about your health
condition and the system
for collecting and
transmitting this data.

Doctor

gives an expert
opinionrt.

Doctor

Nurse

Analyzes the data.
Implements
an appropriate
care plan.
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• Technical:
> good internet connection
(wired, WiFi, 3-4 G)
> mobile phone and pc with
audio - video equipment
> communication software
(apizee, whatsapp, ...)
> business software (medical,
secure messaging)

Benefits for carers
• Communication between health care professionals
( GPs and specialists), «therapeutic partnership»,
increased competence, breaking down of professional
isolation, decompartmentalisation.
• Better monitoring of chronic diseases.
• Quicker access to a specialist.
• Optimised ambulatory/hospital link.
WEAK POINTS
• Technical difficulties: internet network, equipment,
platform.
• Inequality of outreach, subject to a proactive policy.
• In rural areas, elderly people still living at home may
have difficulties to use the device without assistance.

WHAT CAN I DO IF…

There are many benefits
for your health

Patient

STRONG POINTS
Benefits for patients
• Quick and easy access to care (preventing failure
to take up care).
• Improved quality of life by avoiding transport
and hospital overcrowding.
• Climate of trust, presence of family and familiar carers.

• Human
> user (acceptance)
> caregiver (family, non-medical
health professional)
> doctor: ability to make a decision
without touching the patient
TO FIN OUT MORE
Webinaire organised by the regional rural network of Brittany:
Telemedicine, a relevant response to medical deserts? Link to the
video recording: youtu.be/YAoLvaEWRoI

Makes an initial
diagnosis of the patient’s
condition.
Guides the patient towards
the most appropriate care…

a patient and medical ethics are respected.
Your medical data remain conﬁdential..
Ensures remote
diagnosis
or consultation.

(source: J.F. Besnard, Health Centre Louvigné
du Désert - Fougères Hospital Centre)

Doctor centre 15

A medical service that
that fully respects your rights

Telemedicine guarantees that all your rights as

Doctor

PRECONDITIONS

Benefits for families
• Reassurance, mediation.

Description of the approach

TELE-CONSULTATION

GOLDEN RULES

THE STRONG AND WEAK POINTS OF TELEMEDICINE
The example of geriatrics

THE LIMITS OF REMOTE MEDICINE
Platform costs, costs related to project coordination, costs of nursing assistants for tele
medicine in elderly people’s accommodation
centres.
Economic sustainability of telemedicine. Tele
medicine cannot expand without a better
reimbursement by the health insurance system.
Telemedicine should not replace the physical
presence of doctors. It is necessary to assist
the public, especially the elderly, during teleconsultations.

SOME INITIATIVES
• In Saint-Bonnet-de-Joux: the village pharmacy offers a
dermatoscope, a device that takes pictures of the skin
and sends them to a dermatology practice in Mâcon which
reports back within 24 hours.
• Hautes-Pyrénées and Haute-Garonne departments:
launched a mobile telemedicine unit connected in real time
to an expert centre. Named Timm (for Tele-Medical Imaging
Mobile unit), this mobile care centre goes to meet isolated
patients in 25 communes and provides tele-consultation,
tele-imaging and tele-expertise services, upon prescription from the general practitioner. The examinations are
carried out by a radiographer. For specific examinations,
a specialist doctor takes part in a videoconference and
controls the equipment remotely. 
■

Telemedicine must remain a tool to support
care and not the basis for treatment, which
should lead to the development of territorial
cooperation.
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ADDRESSING THE TRANSPORT OFFER
Doctors of the World advocacy

A key factor in access to healthcare
in rural areas: transport (extract)
Since 2013, Doctors of the World organisation has been running a health and support coordination programme called RESCORDA, aimed at people in precarious situations who have difficulty
accessing health rights and care in a rural area of the Auvergne.
The aim is to reach out to people, receive them, listen to them, carry out a social and health
diagnosis, inform them and facilitate their access to rights and care by guiding them towards the
relevant local structures, as well as bringing them back into the mainstream healthcare system.
The project also provides information on the various forms of precariousness and on the difficulties
of accessing healthcare and health rights. An observatory has been set up and enables the teams
working for the RESCORDA programme to collect data and testimonies on access to care issues.
This expertise, resulting from experience and collected information, is vital to influence and
change political decisions in the field of health. Through its work, the association aims to improve
access to healthcare and rights for people in precarious situations.
WHAT DO WE FIND?
The work carried out over the past three years highlights mobility difficulties in accessing healthcare as one of the main obstacles faced today by people in precarious situations in rural areas. […]
In general, we find that access to health care in rural areas depends on:
• The financial resources of each person;
• Whether he or she has a car;
• The distance he or she has to travel to get healthcare;
• Loss of autonomy due to old age or deteriorating health, which leads to a loss of mobility;
• Driving licence;
• Family support is sometimes lacking, as people move to big cities;
• Isolation;
• The existing public transport network, which is often limited in terms of geographical coverage
and frequency and does not operate during school holidays.
WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES FOR POPULATIONS?
• Increasing health inequalities, particularly between people living in rural and urban areas.
• No uptake of prescribed screening and examinations.
• Increase in delays and/or failure to seek care for people living in rural areas.

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES FOR OUR HEALTH SYSTEM?
• Comorbidities and general state of health worsen,
• Emergency care and hospitalisation increase (which causes extra costs for the society in
comparison to regular care).
WHAT DO WE PROPOSE?
• The use of health mediation through common rights mechanisms (mobile team that carries out
«outreach» actions to meet the public who do not travel to assess health needs),
• Increase the number of duty offices of specialists in rural areas,
• Ensure the maintenance of the mobile reception services provided by social security schemes
(ex: CPAM -Primary Sickness Insurance Fund, MSA - Agricultural social mutual fund) including
during school holidays, and guarantee free telephone access to these services (e.g. 3646 for
the CPAM),
• Expanding the criteria for access to existing mobility aid schemes, which are currently too
restricted and deprive a large part of the population of easy access to transport (e.g. subject
to resource conditions (e.g. income below the poverty level) and according to geographical
distance (e.g. beyond 5km for people living in rural areas),
• The development of solidarity garages in rural areas, suitable for people in precarious situations,
• Expanding the criteria for access to social security coverage of transport for medical appointments. These criteria have been much too restricted and should be revised (e.g. coverage of
transport for speech therapy sessions for children without a long-term illness for distances
under 50 kilometres). Household income should be taken into account when determining the
criteria for reimbursing transport costs,
• Support the development of a carpooling practice in small municipalities for medical transport
without risk for patients (e.g. communities of communes),
• Bus schedules should be adapted to suit medical appointments and take into account certain
family constraints (e.g. childcare),
• Organise transport services for medical appointments within health care structures:
MUTUALISATION: (e.g. in hospitals, nursing homes). 
■

Contact details:
Doctors of the World
www.medecinsdumonde.org

Improving access to care and rights
for people in precarious situations
by acting on the transport services.

■■■
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OFFERING FOOD AID TO FIGHT
AGAINST PRECARIOUSNESS
(Source: Food Bank and Avril Foundation)

Description of the context
Rural areas represent a significant part of the French territory, yet the 79 Food Banks are mainly working in urban
and peri-urban areas due to their geographical location.

areas and the promotion of healthy and sustainable food
for all. This study highlighted the real state of isolation and
poverty in rural areas

Taking into account this fact, a national study on precariousness in rural areas was commissioned by the French
Federation of Food Banks and the Fondation Avril, which
works for the solidarity-based development of new rural

The variety of situations of precariousness has encouraged
the Food Banks, their partners and the Avril Foundation to
launch and co-construct specific actions targeting the rural
world. 
■

Presentation of the Guidebook
TO FIND OUT MORE
•E
 ducational kit on health mediation:
capitalisation work carried out by the team of the Doctors of the
World during the 2013/2019 programme in the Combrailles region
of Auvergne to share the processes, know-how, knowledge,
attitudes, practices, experiences and skills mobilised within its
health mediation system in rural environments.
legroup-ess.org/mdmsante
• Transport on demand service to the COVID vaccination
centre, set up by the Mixed Syndicate of Urban Transport
in Thiers (SMTUT).

This guidebook aims to provide «practical help» for dealing
with precariousness in the rural world. It is designed to
encourage initiatives.
The Food Banks and their partners wish to promote projects
in areas with identified needs, in order to provide access
to food aid for all and to enhance social and economic
inclusion. This guidebook is intended to supplement the
actions of the Food Banks network and their partners in the
rural world. It offers a framework for the different stages
of the development of a project, along with the specific
management according to the nature of the projects, and
promotion activities that bring real social support.
Il It is aimed at local actors: local elected representatives,
volunteers and employees of Community centres for social
action (CCAC) and various aid structures, as well as actors
of the Food Banks. 
■

CONTENTS
Introduction: the rural world, a diversity of territories far
from the generally accepted ideas.
CREATE
Step 1: Carry out a diagnosis of the territory
Step 2: Define the project
Step 3: Bring together the project stakeholders
Step 4: Study the technical and financial feasibility
Step 5: Formalise the project and the partners’
commitment
MANAGE
• Mobile grocery shops
• Food distribution
• Mobile cooking workshops
• Solidarity gardens
ANIMATE
• Social support
• Practical actions to be taken
CONCLUSION
• The 4 levers of success
• Taking action

TO FIND OUT MORE
Guidebook «Create, manage, animate a food aid in rural areas»,
Avril Foundation and Food Bank, 2016.
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MY SHOP ON TRIAL:
FACILITATING CREATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
OF SHOPS IN TOWN CENTRES
Description of the context
How does it work?
It promotes connections between different stakeholders
(owners of premises, project leaders, local authorities,
consular chambers, etc.).
It offers concrete solutions and a reassuring environment
to launch an activity in the town centre.
Impact
Today, 100 shops have been launched nationwide and
some project leaders have been able to create jobs in their
territory.
■

© D.R.

Issues and challenges:
• Town centres revival,
• Vacant business premises,
• Traders and traders’ associations often feel neglected,
• Project owners are afraid to start up
• Property owners are often fed up and reluctant to rent
their premises for fear of non-payment
• Aid schemes exist but are not always implemented
• Local authorities are unable to maintain the last
remaining local shops and try to find solutions,
although these shops are considered as places where
people live and meet.
«My shop on trial» scheme is coordinated by
the Federation of Shops on trial at national level and
run locally by support platforms. It is a legal tool
that deals with real estate and particularly fits rural
communities.

Testing
the sustainability
of its activity in
a secure context.

Description of the scheme
OBJECTIVES
Encourage the creation of local shops or activities, by offering guarantees to all the parties involved and in particular
to the project owner who is able to test the sustainability
of his or her activity in a pilot shop for six months period,
renewable for six more months.
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GOLDEN RULES
APPROACH
First and foremost, it is a legal framework!
1. Carrying out an inventory of vacant premises with
the local authority’s services, the consular chambers
and/or local real estate agencies. This stage helps to
explain the approach to property owners and encourages the municipality to set its priorities (what services are offered and what improvements are needed
in the town centre.)
2. Identify vacant premises
3. Putting up window signs to promote the scheme
and invite project leaders to submit applications. It is
important to dress up empty shop windows nearby to
bring more dynamism.
4. A
 pplications are studied and candidates are selected
by an ad hoc approval committee made up of the
local authority, support organisations, landowners,
traders’ associations and any other potential funders
or consular bodies.
5. Support for the project leader:
- Support in drawing up a business plan and a market
study
-G
 ranting of a loan on honour, free of interest and
guarantee (average loan amount: 6000 €) which
allows the project leader to have a starting cash flow
and to pay the two-month deposit and the rent for 6
months.
6. S
 ignature of a 6-month derogatory lease. The owner
undertakes to rent his own premises at a moderate
rent (approximately 10€/m2). In return, he/she is
guaranteed to receive the rent since part of the loan
is earmarked for it. The expenses for fitting out the
premises are generally assumed by the project leader
(sometimes with a contribution from the owner).
7. T
 he project leader tests his activity for 6 months
before making an assessment with the support organisation (sustainable activity? suitable premises?).
8. If the project leader wishes to continue the activity:
- He can renew the scheme for 6 months, under the
same conditions (derogatory lease)
- Or, if the activity works very well, he can withdraw
from the scheme and sign a commercial lease (3-6-9)
and apply for traditional financial aid.

Average budget for the project leader: €12 000
• 6000€ loan on honour paid by the local support
platform
• Other aid schemes
• Own funds
Budget for the municipality that runs the support
system:
• Annual subscription to the National Federation of
Shops on Trial (amount fixed according to the number
of inhabitants in the living area). The fee is degressive
(e.g.: €3000 the first year, then €500 the following
years). Membership gives access to communication
tools
• Salary of the coordinator of the scheme
• Organisation of events to promote the scheme
■

TO FIND OUT MORE
LAWS AND REGULATIONS, SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS (available online).
• National Federation of Shops on Trial
• 6 month derogatory lease

WHAT CAN I DO IF…

TIPS IN CASE OF OBSTACLES, DIFFICULTIES
(several situations possible)
As «My shop on trial» scheme was initially designed for municipalities with more than 15,000
inhabitants, it is necessary to adapt it to rural
areas and to find project leaders (call for applications). Indeed, the signs «what if it were your
shop? « on the shops are quite successful in
urban areas, but are not enough in rural areas.
In particular, it is necessary to target self-employed entrepreneurs who work from home and
who would like to develop their business.
Specificity in the Hautes-Alpes: a special arrangement has been set up by INHA (Initiative Nord
Hautes-Alpes), which coordinates the scheme
in the region. In order to encourage landlords to
participate in the scheme, the loan granted to
the project leader for the payment of the rent is
paid directly to the landowner, thus encouraging
the latter to participate in the scheme.
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• The scheme requires a lot of promotion activities
to obtain results. The Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region
took an interest in the scheme initiated in the SerrePonçon Community of Communes with the INHA and
wished to extend it to a wider area. The funding was
provided by the Region and the Deposits and
Consignments Fund.
• It should not be limited to traditional commercial
activities (essential food-type businesses). This scheme
can also support the creation of self-employed activities
(care, social, paramedical...) or arts and crafts (by grouping
2 or 3 craftsmen in the same premises for example).
• It is possible to apply for Leader funds to finance
the communication (window display, event organisation,
annual subscription to the national scheme) and human
resources (coordination of the scheme at local level).
• The Scheme is particularly well suited to the scale of a
commune or community of communes. It is important
to note that many of the project leaders are often young
adults from the territory.

OTHER SCHEMES FOR SHOPS AND BUSINESSES
• Living Villages, a solidarity estate. Kit «Start a business project in a rural area».
• Associative trade (Monépi network).
• Communal trade.
• Call for projects «bouge ton coq» («move your rooster»).
• Operation «1000 cafés».
ACCESS’R PROJECT DIRECTORY
• My shop on trial, on the territory of the Community of communes of Serre-Ponçon.
accessr.eu/projets/ma-boutique-a-lessai
• Rur’halle, municipal multi-service shop in Villesèque-des-Corbières.
accessr.eu/projets/halle-multi-services-de-villeseque-des-corbieres/
• DélicaTresson, a new multi-service business (Operation 1 000 cafés).
accessr.eu/projets/delicatresson-un-nouveau-commerce-multi-services-operation-1000-cafes/
• Casiers de campagne (Country Crates), an original alternative to revive trade for local
products in Paulmy (37).
accessr.eu/projets/vos-casiers-de-campagne/
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Create and set up
the monepi.fr account

OPENING AN ASSOCIATIVE GROCERY SHOP

Build the team

(Sources: Monépi et Bouge ton coq)

Description of the context
1 month

short distribution chains. The cost of setting up the shop
is €2,000 per shop (mainly for the premises). Currently,
there are more than 70 grocery shops in France.
The Monepi network is supported by the citizen and solidarity movement Bouge ton coq («Move your rooster»),
which aims to help and bring together all active actors
of rural areas. The movement promotes this practical
solution on a national level, encourages citizens to create
their own grocery shops and solicits companies, donors
and public authorities to finance this solution stemming
from the social and solidarity-based economy. Bouge
Ton Coq also provides a direct support to the new Épis
(in towns of maximum 3500 inhabitants) by offering a
subsidy of 1100€. The ambition is to create 2000 citizen
grocery shops! 
■

Submit the
association’s statutes

Open a bank account

© Monépi

In France there are no shops at all in 60% of villages
with less than 3,500 inhabitants. The economic model
of village grocery shops remains very difficult to find:
the turnover of these shops does not always cover the
expenses (salaries, premises, etc.) and the prices charged
are therefore sometimes higher than elsewhere, and this
drives consumers to shop in supermarkets, even if this
is not the only reason.
However, an associative grocery shop has already proved
its effectiveness, promoting small local producers and
offering fair prices. This is the Monépi initiative, launched
in 2015 in the village of Châteaufort (Yvelines). Its concept
is simple: the members of the grocery shop run it for 2
hours per month for free with user-friendly software that
manages the whole shop. 75% of the products come from

Constitutive assembly
of the association

Find premises
and suppliers

First orders

2 month

Set up the premises

Opening of the Epi
3 month

Description of the approach

STEPS
Step 1: Building the team.
The first members will form the board of directors of the
association, they will also be the project leaders. Anyone
can get involved: friends, neighbours, colleagues, students…
Step 2: Creation of an association under the French
law of 1901.
You need to draw up and submit to the prefecture the statutes of the association (see model of statutes and internal
rules proposed by Monépi). Then you need to create a bank
account for your association.
Step 3: Finding premises.
To find premises you can contact the town hall and present
your project. The premises can also be made available by a
private individual or another association. It is also possible
to share premises with an existing business. Until the premises are available, the Épi can start operating using only
the pre-order form with a weekly distribution of products,
like a market.
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Step 8: Placing the first orders.
Thanks to the members’ funds, the Epi can place the
first orders with local producers to fill the shelves of the
grocery shop. The Epi provides small producers with a
place to sell their products at low prices because there
is no margin or charge. For those products that do not
exist locally, there are alternatives that respect producers
and consumers (see the «Who’s the boss?» initiative)
(lamarqueduconsommateur.com/).

Step 4: Setting up the platform.
The settings of the monepi.fr platform must be made. The
Monépi team will be happy to train you free of charge, simply
make an appointment on: contact@monepi.fr
Step 5: Finding suppliers.
2500 producers/suppliers in France and 30,000 products
are listed on the Monépi network.
Step 6: Opening the membership account.
The members credit their accounts to provide cash flow by
transferring money to the IBAN of l’Épi (50€ for members
who are able to pay). Once the accounts are credited,
members pay their membership online. In order to find
more members, you can create a Facebook page and ask
the town hall to communicate on the setting up of the Épi.
Monépi provides a communication pack containing useful
communication tools (logo, flyer, video, etc.).

NATIONAL PLATFORM
SUPPORT

Step 9: Opening of the Épi.
The Épi, with its shelves full of products, can now welcome
its members. 
■

Monepi is a company that supports the
Épis shops from their creation to their
day to day management and develops
the monepi.fr platform. This company
was created by 8 members of the Épi
of Châteaufort, the first Épi shop, in
order to ensure a free quality service
for all future Epis.
The Monépi platform facilitates the
management of an associative grocery
shop by computerising the management tasks (online shop, management
of members’ schedules, membership
control, orders processing, accounting, etc.).

© D.R.

OBJECTIVES
To propose a new economic model for village grocery
shops, which:
• Recreates social links
• Improves the quality of our food
• Develops local production
• Reduces CO2 emissions

Step 7: Setting up the premises.
As soon as you have found the premises, you need to fit
them out in order to store the products and make the place
welcoming and attractive. To do so, inform your members in
advance and ask them to participate in a one-day workshop.
Members can bring some paint cans, shelves and old computers to set up the room. This is all that you will need to
open an Épi.
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DEVELOPING MOBILE SHOPS
WITH « MON P’TIT CAMION »
(MY LITTLE TRUCK)

TIPS
The platform is free for all Epis and small producers. Above 10 000€ of turnover per year, producers have to contribute at 3%. This represents
on average 0.65% of the total turnover of the
Épis. This contribution covers the maintenance
and development costs of the platform.
There is no contractual commitment to use the
platform. It is possible to stop using the platform at any time at no cost.

Description of the context
Mon P’tit Camion is an association that works to develop
mobile services in rural area. The association is based
in Brittany and helps project leaders to develop their
activity and also supports local authorities to maintain
local services.
As Alexandre, the founder of the association, explains,
«In rural areas, services are often far away and the car
is still the best and sometimes the only way to access
them. For users, this accessibility becomes even more
difficult for isolated people, senior citizens, people with

• Time to set up an Épi: The average time
to set up an Épi is 2 months, from team building
stage to opening the grocery shop. This time
depends mainly on how quickly the premises
are found.
• I nvestment needed: 0€ investment is needed
to create an Épi. The premises are made available
free of charge by the town hall, a private
individual, a business or another association
(sharing premises).

© Écolégram’

GOLDEN RULES

disabilities, single-parent families, etc. The mobile service
is a concrete response to the needs of the inhabitants,
and at a lower cost. Most of the mobile services, both
market and non-market, are offered by people committed
to their profession, willing to provide a service and to act
for the better life of the community. These mobile service
providers ensure the dynamism of the territories. They
boost local employment and solidarity action». 
■

TO FIND OUT MORE
• The Monépi network toolbox (charter, model statutes, payment methods,
agreement to provide premises, etc.).
www.monepi.fr
LET’S CREATE ASSOCIATIVE GROCERY SHOPS!

70 GROCERY SHOPS ALREADY EXIST

• The citizen and solidarity movement Bouge Ton Coq is a «one-stop-shop» model that aims
to raise funds for community and general interest projects in villages by relying on citizen
donations, public subsidies and corporate sponsorship.
Bouge Ton Coq provides a boost to new Epis in rural areas (town of maximum
3 500 inhabitants) by offering a grant of 1 100€.
www.bougetoncoq.fr

20 000 VILLAGES ARE WAITING FOR US!

CHANGING OUR MOBILITY

WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?

• means reducing our dependence on the private car, saving time,
reducing our transport budget and our environmental footprint,
diversifying our range of possibilities, promoting short and local
distribution chains,
• means bringing the service closer to its users,
• means considering mobility as a tool for local employment.
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Description of the approach
OBJECTIVES
• Increase the visibility of the diverse range of mobile
services within the territories and prove that the mobile service is useful and adapted to the needs of the
citizens.
• Make the daily life of mobile tradesmen easier.
• Create a local collective dynamic and guide local authorities in the implementation of a territorial strategy
for mobile services.
ACTIVITIES
Mon P’tit Camion targets food, grocery, welfare,
housekeeping, leisure and personal services.
CARRYING OUT TERRITORIAL DIAGNOSES
• Identify the needs of the population and their habits
on the scale of a living area (survey, census...),
• Propose strategies and action plans (What services
should be prioritised? Who should be involved?
Where and when should the services be provided?
How to inform users before, during and after the the
service? What kind of welcome should be offered?
How to create collective commitment?),

• Create a service agenda ( what services are available,
where and when).
• Coordinate or organise a street market.
SUPPORTING PROJECT LEADERS, PARTICULARLY
EMERGING MOBILE OPERATORS
• Define, test and implement their service offer.
• Produce mapping and profiles of traders (podcasts/
videos).
• Organise tours for traders (identify and book
locations, promote the tour, generate communication
materials).
• Defend their interests in dealings with local
authorities.
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
• Becoming a mobile trader.
• Developing a franchise within a cooperative.

The mobile service ensures
territorial resilience.
Alexandre, founder of Mon p’tit camion

GOLDEN RULES
• Identify the needs of the population
and understand the territory.
• Experiment, persuade through example.
• Encourage links between mobile
traders and local authorities.
TO FIND OUT MORE
Mon P’tit camion: 06 08 05 10 35 - contact@monptitcamion.fr
Maps and online resources: monptitcamion.fr
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BUILDING COLLECTIVELY
THE « VILLAGES OF THE FUTURE »
(Source : Pays Nivernois Morvan - paysnivernaismorvan.fr/les-villages-du-futur)

Description of the context
The rural world provides a fertile ground for experiments
and possibilities to reinvent in economic, social and cultural
fields. Rural areas have become multifunctional (they are
no longer just agricultural lands) and are home to people
from many different backgrounds and cultures who shape
them in their own way, giving rise to new desires and high
expectations.
The Nivernais Morvan region is firmly convinced that
the villages have a future and that some of the current
challenges will find their solutions in the countryside.

It was therefore looking for a new way of operating that
breaks away from resignation and routine. In 2015, elected
representatives, residents and public officials, accompanied by professional teams, all inspired by this common
conviction, joined forces to design and build the «Villages
of the Future» collectively.
This approach, which involves 14 villages, is unique in
France on this scale and is based on participatory working
methods focusing on the needs and specificities of the
territory. 
■

Description of the tool
Villages of the future:
helping inhabitants
to imagine the life
they would like to have.

OBJECTIVES
Reviving rural services through citizen participation and
cooperation
APPROACH
THE ACTORS
The volunteer villages are assisted by a multi-professional
team made up of service designers, architects, urban planners (experienced in rural areas), landscape architects
and sociologists, who help the inhabitants and public
players to take a fresh look at their living environment.
The inhabitants, economic players and associations are
asked to express themselves, contribute and act locally
and in a sustainable way.

Committed local
agents and experts
who join forces
to provide elected
officials and
technicians with
new skills.

THE STEPS
The project is designed, animated and built during 6 to
9 months together with the inhabitants.
The aim is not so much to create new public facilities or
devices but rather to get the inhabitants to imagine the
life they would like to live. Once these ambitions have
been worked out, we look for the guidelines and solutions
that will bring them to life.


Boldness and creativity
to take a different look
at one’s village,
to question oneself,
to project oneself,
to build together.
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Motivated and convinced
mayor and elected
representatives who are fully
committed to a dynamic
and innovative project.
Inhabitants
at the heart
of the process,
giving their views,
their ideas,
their desires
and sometimes
their time to build
step by step
the village
of tomorrow.

Strong visual identities
and communication,
to encourage participation.
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THE RESULTS
Each operation results in a plan for development, uses
and services, combining a vision of the future, concrete
projects and short, medium and long-term milestones this programming can be implemented over 5 to 10 years.
Today, concrete results are visible in the villages: shops
have opened, facades have been revitalised, the layout
and use of the square have been tested before the final
installations or works, senior citizens’ accommodation has

been created, and collective shutter-painting projects have
been carried out... The Nivernais Morvan region is now
extending its support beyond the 14 municipalities already
involved and assisted to new villages that want to take part
in the process. It is proposing new forms of assistance that
meet the specific needs of very small municipalities and
volunteer villages to implement projects in favour of the
ecological transition.
■

Residents get involved

We all understand the
situation in our village

We ask questions
we share information
we evaluate the situation

Some citizen actions are
implemented even before
the end of the process

We give ideas

We test some
of the proposals

We propose
we create
we take the risk

Proposals are
tested before
they are
implemented

We give ourselves
the right to make
mistakes

Residents get involved

We implement

We initiat
the investment

We organise collective
worksites

We create a set of committed
actors (public, private,
associations)

GOLDEN RULES
• Supporting a creative and dynamic rural
community.
• Supporting a global approach to revive/
energise villages, based on innovation
and citizen’s involvement, by mobilising
resources for the animation of the process.
• Support village projects based on local
needs, in a bottom-up and voluntary way.
• Conduct an experimental approach:
progress gradually but sustainably, test
new methods.

WHAT CAN I DO IF…

METHODOLOGICAL SHEETS
Methodological sheets on the
various initiatives tested by
the Villages of the Future in the
Nivernais Morvan region.
How to organise:
• a collective shutter painting
project,
• consultation for a public development project,
• a test shop,
• a participatory work site,
• a test before developing a public
square,
• the installation of an temporary
signage system.

TO FIND OUT MORE
• To find out more on the Villages of the future: Pays Nivernais Morvan,
1 rue du Petit Fort 58 800 CORBIGNY - Tel. 03 86 22 45 51
pays@nivernaismorvan.net - paysnivernaismorvan.fr
•A
 Call for project «Village of the future», launched by the Burgundy
Franche Comté region in 2020. About ten villages with less than
3,500 inhabitants, with no access to regional revival support,
are accompanied by a multidisciplinary engineering team, whose
mission is to assist the creation and definition of projects and to promote
networking and the exchange of best practices and experiences.
www.bourgognefranchecomte.fr
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ENHANCING RURAL SERVICES
IN TOWN CENTRES WITH
« SMALL TOWNS OF TOMORROW »
Description of the context
Plœuc-L’Hermitage is a new municipality created on 1 January 2016 from the fusion of two delegated municipalities:
Plœuc-Sur-Lié and L’Hermitage-Lorge with a population of
4121. It is one of the 32 communes that form Saint Brieuc
Armor Conurbation.
It has an important place in the department due to its
strategic location in the heart of the Côtes d’Armor on the
Saint-Brieuc - Loudéac axis, and its day-to-day impact on
the inhabitants of several communes in the neighbouring
inter-municipalities. The town centre of Plœuc-sur-Lié has
a well developed commercial infrastructure, albeit fragile

or in some cases facing difficulties, and a high density of
facilities typical of a town centre, with 30 local facilities
and 20 intermediate facilities (colleges, schools, cultural
and sports facilities, Public Service Centre, a local centre
for the services of the conurbation, etc.).
In 2019 the municipality took the commitment to revive
its town centre in order to respond to changes in society
(ageing population, exodus of young people, mobility issues, etc.), by applying for the regional call for projects
«Revitalisation of town centres and town hubs». 
■

Description of the approach and mechanisms
OBJECTIVES
Pour dynamiser le centre-bourg, l’équipe municipale a
défini un programme global d’actions autour de 6 axes :
• Recover housing in the town centre and develop a sustainable residential path;
• Strengthen the trade in the town centre by maintaining
the economic and commercial structure present in the
municipality, and in the town centre in particular;
• Give priority to a living and sustainable public space;
• Use culture, sport and, more broadly, associations as a
lever for the development of the area;
• Strengthen public services;
• Maintain a dual centrality and their complementarity
within the framework of the new commune.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT STEPS
Plœuc-L’Hermitage was the winner of the 2019 call for projects «Revitalisation of town centres and rural towns» and
was awarded a grant of €600,000 to carry out 5 projects on
its territory, namely:
• 3 streets in the town centre, called «la Gaveline», will be
redesigned in a multimodal way;
• The experimental car-sharing service with 3 electric cars;
• The community music school is moving to the centre of
the town;

• French bowls pitch in the centre of the town;
• An engineering job dedicated to the revitalisation project
will be financed.
To follow this approach, the elected representatives of
Plœuc-L’Hermitage wished to take an active part in the
multi-site Territorial Revitalisation Operation (ORT), led
by Saint-Brieuc Armor Conurbation, joining forces with municipalities of Saint-Brieuc and Quintin. The ORT, initiated
by the State within the framework of the ELAN law (article
L302-2 of the construction and town planning code), helps to:
• Strengthen the commercial attractiveness of the town
centre through derogation from commercial authorisation
and possibility to suspend peripheral commercial projects
on a case by case basis;
• Encourage the renovation of housing through priority
access to aid from the French National Agency for Housing
Improvement (Anah) and eligibility for the Denormandie
scheme in old housing, a scheme for the rehabilitation of
old housing through rental investment;
• Facilitate projects through experimental measures such as
the innovation permit or the multi-site development permit;
• Better control of real estate, in particular by strengthening
the right of the first refusal on the urban estate and the
right of first refusal on craft premises.
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Finally, in order to further strengthen its engineering capacity, the municipality has recruited a Territorial Volunteer
in Administration (VTA). This scheme, proposed by the
National Agency for Territorial Cohesion (ANCT), aims to
promote the employment of young people aged 30 years
or less, with a minimum of two years’ higher education, to
enable them to gain 12 to 18 months’ experience in local
authorities, on territorial development projects. 
■

When reviving a town centre, it is important to define a longterm territorial project, involving all the local players: inhabitants, local public actors, private operators, shopkeepers
and craftsmen, association leaders, associated public bodies
(leaders of neighbouring municipalities, conurbation, etc.).
It is also important to understand the revitalisation process
not only from an urban or commercial point of view, but also
to take into consideration the levers specific to the territory
(cultural, sporting, accessibility, etc.). The overall project must
contribute to a feeling of community well-being in the area.
Finally, to ensure the sustainability of this type of global project, it is essential to have human resources dedicated to the
proper management of the operations.

© Le Télégramme

The municipality is also involved in cross-border cooperation projects, actively participating in several European programmes and sharing experiences in the implementation
of «smart village» approaches and strategies throughout
Europe.
The municipality has also joined the «Small Towns of Tomorrow» scheme, which promotes past and future actions
to revive the town centre and supports the sustained and
regular commitment of local actors to boost their still-fragile territory, and to further strengthen the role of local
public services.

TO FIND OUT MORE
• Catalogue of SSE resources for the small towns of tomorrow (SSE at the service of territorial revitalisation),
produced by AVISE with the support of the National Agency for Territorial Cohesion (ANCT), June 2021.

Defining a long-term
territorial project
by involving local
stakeholders.

• «Rural Erasmus» project: led by the InSite association, this scheme supports small rural municipalities in the
implementation of volunteer missions in local, cultural, social and environmental initiatives. The association
relies on the young volunteers in civic service to offer tailor-made support to rural municipalities and project
leaders.
• www.reseaurural.fr/centre-de-ressources/actualites/impliquer-la-population-dans-les-projets-de-smart-villages

« Through the multi-thematic project
of our Town Council, we wanted to
initiate a real dynamic to preserve the
future of our town and strengthen its
role as an intermediate centre in the
department. This process goes beyond
the development of innovative projects
on the territory, it is part of a more global approach: use the new regulatory
tools developed by the State, notably within the framework
of the Territorial Revitalisation Operation (ORT), rely on
the dedicated «toolbox» of the «Small Towns of Tomorrow»
scheme, secure the financing of our projects and prospect
for new financing to take action for the benefit of the inhabitants of our municipality, but also for the inhabitants of
the surrounding area.»
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TESTIMONY OF THIBAUT GUIGNARD,
MAYOR OF PLŒUC-L’HERMITAGE:
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MODERNISING ACCESS TO SERVICES
WITH THE «SMART APPROACH»

WHAT CAN I DO IF…

FIRST LESSONS TO NOTE
• The territory’s connectivity requires a proactive approach
and therefore a strong partnership to be built with the operator
in charge of the work
• The role of the Alpes de Haute-Provence Development Agency is essential
because it guarantees the relevance of the territory’s expectations,
strategy and projects, on the basis of a preliminary diagnosis
• The right format must be found to mobilise the territory’s actors and test
several solutions according to the objectives and expected outputs
• The approach must remain pragmatic and concrete in order to attract the
population, and must also be promoted at local level (press, local authority
and partner websites, etc.)
• Find the right scale for implementing certain actions (platforms),
by pooling efforts and optimising possible resources
• Keep an eye on funding and calls for projects, budgeting for the necessary
funding
• The local context and political contingencies must be taken into account,
meetings must be well prepared in advance and the presence of key
players must be ensured.
• The experiment has stimulated interaction between the territory’s actors
and experience sharing with other territories

Description of the context
«Smart Region» strategy, which aims to make ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur one of the major European regions in
terms of digital innovation and experiments. An initial experiment was conducted on the territory of the Alpes Provence
Verdon Community of Communes in 2018-2019 in active
collaboration with the public inter-municipal cooperation
establishment(EPCI) and the Development Agency, but
also in association with the State and the Department. At
the end of the experiment, the project partners drew up a
methodological guide for rural territories interested in the
approach.
■

© D.R.

The SMART approach aims to implement innovative practices in terms of cooperation, solidarity, citizen participation (from the design stage of projects to the operation of
services) and use of digital technology in order to address
the current challenges of rural territories: energy transition,
mobility, food, education, health, employment, etc.
Many experiments have been carried out in France and
in Europe with regard to services. One example is the
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region, where the initiative
«Smart rurality» was launched, driven by the conviction
that digital technology can contribute to the development
and opening up of rural areas. This initiative is part of the

Description of the approach
OBJECTIVES
Create «smart territories», capable of taking full advantage of digital technologies to provide residents and visitors with improved services that meet the challenges
of economic and sustainable development.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT STEPS
During a year an important consultation, synthesis and
programming work have been carried out without a service provider, or project management assistance, and
therefore without a dedicated budget, using the commitment and work of the territory’s actors. The objective
of the Alpes Provence Verdon Community of Communes
is to better anticipate and control the digital future of
the territory!
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KEY ELEMENTS OF THE INITIATIVE
• The mobilisation of all the partners and the setting up
of management and monitoring bodies.
• The portrait of the territory produced by the Alpes de
Haute-Provence Development Agency.
• Thematic working groups, with one dedicated to services (objective: to identify among health, mobility and
education services those that are essential for the user
and can be improved via digital tools). This is a joint and
co-constructed process with the territory’s stakeholders.
• The definition of strategic axes and priorities for digital
coverage for the territory.
• The choice of a condensed and quickly operational
action plan.
• Cooperation with other territories that are carrying out
similar initiatives.
■
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• Before the project begins: designate an elected official to act as a
contact person within the local authority; determine the human and
financial resources needed to manage the project internally.
• Unite and mobilise all the concerned actors in the territory.
• Draw up a prospective diagnosis of digital transformation, by mapping
essential data and setting up an «observatory». Plan to update the
diagnosis as the project progresses.
• Use available resources and add targeted workshops in order
to identify the needs of the actors in the area.
• Propose an action plan compatible with existing aid schemes and find
project leaders.
But as the Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur Regional Rural Network points
out, « there is no ideal operating mode. It is up to each territory
to find the operating mode that suits it. Experience has shown that the
involvement and dynamism of a core group of key players in the territory
can provide sufficient impetus to initiate the process and guarantee its
success.»

TO FIND OUT MORE
• Methodological guide: leading a digital transformation project in a rural area, the example of the Alpes Provence Verdon
Community of Communes.
reseaurural.maregionsud.fr/fileadmin/user_upload/gestion_documentaire/Actualites/Guide_Smart_
ruralite_Alpes_Provence_Verdon.pdf
• The «smart villages» project co-lead by ADRETS and financed by the European Union within the framework of the Alpine
Space programme: aims to promote the digital transformation of villages in mountain areas. This project proposes a
place for resources on smart villages. More information on this project
adrets-asso.fr/?SmartVillages
• ENRD Review « Smart Village: revitalising rural services» (2018)
enrd.ec.europa.eu/publications/eu-rural-review-26-smart-villages-revitalising-rural-services_fr
• The study «Smart countryside» in Finland analyses the challenges faced by the country’s rural areas and the
opportunities offered by digitalisation. It reviews a set of recommendations for improving digital innovations for rural
services.
enrd.ec.europa.eu/publications/smart-villages-smart-countryside-study_fr
• The «Digital Villages» initiative in Germany aims to develop digital solutions for rural services in three pilot villages in
the state of Rhineland-Palatinate.
• Smart Village Compass: example of a Hungarian-Slovak transnational cooperation on access to services.
www.fi-compass.eu/publication/brochures/supporting-rural-infrastructure-and-smart-villages-development
accessr.eu/en/projets/smart-communities-2-0-how-to-be-smart-in-the-countryside
• The «town-country» reciprocity contracts (France): piloted since 2015, these contracts seek to overcome the opposition-based logic between territories by encouraging complementarities and cooperation between rural, peri-urban and
urban areas, in order to ensure a better level of facilities and services for the benefit of large territories.
www.cohesion-territoires.gouv.fr

DESIGNING A THIRD PLACE
WITH A «CITIZEN AND
COOPERATIVE APPROACH»
(Source: The Company of Third Places (https://github.com/le-poplab/cahier-activite-tiers-lieux))

Description of the context
• Have you heard about third places and do you want to
know more about their different «functions»?
• Have you visited an existing third place, and do you
want to know if this place can be a starting point for
your project?
• Do you want to put all your expertise at the disposal of
your structure, and are you wondering what added value
you can bring to the existing one?
• Do you have a desire or a mission to develop your place
in order to offer new services and welcome/touch new
publics or widen your audience?
• Do you want to respond to a call for projects to develop
your place?
• Are you part of a network and would you like to develop
your skills to carry out your project?

• Have you identified needs in the area: how can you
meet them?
• Do you need support to build your project?
• Would you like to find partners to help you with your
project?
This activity booklet, proposed under a Creative Commons
license, is intended for all those who wish to discover or
enrich their expertise in third places. Whether you are a
resident, a novice, curious user or you are developing your
own project, this booklet contains questions for different
stages of the project. Here is an extract from the activity
booklet and a selection of the proposed tools. 
■

Description of the approach

Each third
place is unique.
What is important
is to experiment.

OBJECTIVES
This tool is not intended to provide ready-made answers, but
to help you ask yourself the right questions. As each third
place is unique because of the project it supports and the
community it brings together, this document allows you to
draw a map leading to the one that suits you.
MEANS
All you need to use this book is your pencil, Post-it notes
and a desire to take the plunge. There are no right or wrong
answers. You can be alone with your pencil, but the journey
will be a collective one in the end. To help you in your approach, in addition to practical and progressive activities, you
will find resources, examples and testimonies (see complete
booklet, available online).

• Reciprocity contract between Brest and the Centre West Brittany region:
www.centre-ouest-bretagne.org/Structure-Pays/Ses-contrats/Contrat-de-reciprocite-avec-Brest-Metropole2
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APPROACH
THE DIFFERENT STEPS BEFORE THE PROJECT BEGINS
Activity 1: Draw your third place! How do you imagine your
future third place today? What are its functions? How are
the spaces arranged?
Activity 2: Have you thought about analysing your territory? Identify the logics implemented in your territory
(bottom-up and top-down dynamics) and the resources
you can draw on.
Activity 3: Why do you want to develop a third place?
Several answers are possible, see the proposed list.
Activity 4: What are the shared values? Two tools: The
Values Sawmill (a tool for clarifying the shared values of a
group) and the Abrifeste (a tool using the tree metaphor to
identify common objectives and functioning. It allows you
to identify common values while keeping your own ones).
Activity 5: Build your community with Picto Cubes. Identify
the skills and know-how you need.
Activity 6: Your existing resources. Using existing resources imagine and re-invent your place!
Activity 7: Our common interests. Based on your interests
imagine a place that looks like you!
Activity 8: Design - Set the sliders. Thinking about how
the space will be occupied and operated means starting
to design the space to meet the needs of a community,
and not vice versa.

benefits
practices

THE KEY STAGES OF A WORKING PLACE
Activity 10: Define the terms and conditions of the third
place. Three questions to be asked: Who welcome visitors
in your third place? / If I come to visit you for the first time,
what do this people tell me first? / I am a regular user, if I
have a problem or a particular request, where should I go?...

principles

Activity 11: What will we do inside? Circle the pictograms
in the diagram to describe the activities you imagine in
your place.

community

Activity 12: The user path. Construct a Customer Journey
Map that allows any new user to understand how the place
works.

Values

Activity 13: List expenses and revenues. What are the
monthly expenses and revenues of the place? What can
be the place’s one-off income, especially for the launch of
the place? Should you rent or buy the premises?

FOCUS ON… ACTIVITY 4
The Values Sawmill and the Arbrifest
TIP : On a flip chart draw a tree.
Have plenty of post-it notes to list the ideas.
• Place on the roots the values mentioned
beforehand by the values Sawmill.
• On the branches, indicate the operating principles
(they reinforce the values).
• The leaves are used to list the practices.
• The fruits are used to list what we want to achieve.
List the principles, practices and wishes individually on
post-it notes, then pool and exchange them to align
collectively.
■

Activity 14: Defining your business model. See Focus below
Activity 15: Networking. What resources used by the community can be shared outside the community? Is there a
network of third places on my territory?

FOCUS ON… ACTIVITY 11
activity pictograms

Activity 16: Territorial anchoring. Who are the actors in
our territory? Describe the profile (in persona mode) of
the different entities around you.
Activity 17: Re-design your third place

■

activity

Flip thinking

First free visit

Afterwork

Shared shopping

Copy machine

Bar

Multimedia space

Business
accommodation

Local currency

Fast food restaurant

Local sports hall

Mediation space

Repair café

Video
conference room

Shared canteen

Personal locker

Collaborative
cafeteria

Collaborative space

Creative space

Gaming space

Art space

Shared housing

Shared garden

Shared laundry

Nearby walk

Shared meals

Maker space

Lounge area

Public WiFi

Activity 9 : Set up - Put up the walls. This exercise should
be repeated several times (first place one wall, then two,
then three... Each time, indicate the name of the space, its
capacity and a few key words to describe its atmosphere).
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ACCESS’R, a guidebook for action
TA B 5

TOOL SHEET 4

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMIC MODEL
The economic model is the basic logic of the economic functioning of the place. All places have an economic dimension,
even those that do not use money (bartering is an economy), even those that are 100% financed by public actors
and whose services are «free» for their users. They are just
different economic models. We can distinguish between the
« classic » market economy (sale of goods or services), the
redistribution economy (subsidies allowing to finance services that are free or cheaper than the market offer) and the
reciprocity economy (gift / counter-gift based or not on time).

The economic model is not induced by the legal status. For
example, an association can have a market activity (but
not for profit), a social enterprise can benefit from public
funding and opt for non-profit status. This economic model
is probably not the starting point of the activity, but it is an
economic expression of that activity. Your business model
today may be different from the one that corresponds to the
activity you aspire to.
The question of the business model is to define what services are provided, and who finances these services: is it the
user/customer directly, is it a public or private funder, is it
a mixed solution? In any case, it is interesting to define the
products, their value (which goes beyond the selling price),
and to think of these products for the users, in short to bring
some marketing dimention... 
■

GOLDEN RULES
•T
 he purpose and aim of a project are crucial to the success
of a third-place project.
•T
 he design of the space in a third place must reflect
your community.
•T
 he reception area is often a reflection of the dynamics
of the community.
•T
 he important thing is to start NOW, to experiment
and to start again!
TO FIND OUT MORE
• This booklet was produced in 2017 in Lille by 13 contributors from the Third-Places community
(now the Cie of Third-Places): https://compagnie.tiers-lieux.org/). This work is made available
under a Creative Commons license (CC BY-SA 4.0) *
• GUIDE «HOW TO CREATE A RURAL THIRD-PLACE», produced by Rural Familles in cooperation
with the Third-Places Cooperative.
• Report «Our territories in action: our future is made in the third places», 2021, France Tiers-Lieux
• La Fruitière Numérique, a third place dedicated to digital technology in Lourmarin
in the Var department (2/3 self-financing for operations).
www.lafruitierenumerique.fr
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